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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Int1;oduction 
The Education Professions Development Act (1) demonstrates that 
both .the Congress and the President have given educ;.ational manpower and 
trail}in~ needs a high priority. The A.ct recognizei;; that the training 
and retraining of teachers is central to any new curriculum or innovation 
in school organization and that without the active :i,nvolvement of teach-
ers, new prograµis will stand little chance of s\.locess. Additionally,tit 
pays heed to the idea that the respot'ldbility of the training of teachers 
lies n9t only with the teacher trainiµ,g inst;Ltution but also with the 
local sc;.hool and the community it serves-... a concept th,s.t also implies 
the active participation of the state. 
Vocational·and technical education in Oklahoma is now serving 
65,045 secondary students; 4,747 post-secondary students; and 35,226 
adu!ts. There a:t;I;! appro:dm,;itely 1, 799 vocational teachers, including 
191 local vocational adl.'lli:nistrators~ presently receiving supervli.sion and 
financial aid from the State Board of Vocational, and Technical Edu<:atio.n 
(2). 
The growth of the,area vocational-technical schools in Oklahoma 
emphasizes the need for ti-aining and retraining of vocational educators. 
Twenty-five percent of Oklahoma's high schools•and 75 percent of Okla-
homa's students are now in school distric;.ts served by area vocational-
2. 
technical schools. One study projects the need for a total of 26 area 
school districts served by 34 schools if every person. in the state is to 
have access to an area school (3). 
Qualified personnel to fill administrative and teaching positions 
in the area vocational-teqhnical schools, local high schools, jun;tor 
colleges, teacher trainin.~ institutions, and the State Department of 
Vocational and Technical Education have not been aµd are not. now avail-
able. Vocational teachers have al,.ways been in short supply, and they in 
turn become the primary supply from which vocational teacher trainers 
and admin.:l.strators are drawn. 
As programs and need for teachers have developed, teacher education 
programs have developed to supply the demand. O~lahoma is fortunate to 
have eeveral teacher colleges; and in most instances, they have done 
outstanding work in the production .of classroom teachers for vocation~! 
and technical education. In some cases, however, there has been a time 
lag of serveral years between the need for teachers of emer~ing occupa-
tions and the devel~pment of a.teacher education .program. In some 
areas of teacher education, the supply of new teachers far exceed the 
demand, while in others the supply falls short. The Demand for and 
Supply of Vocational and Technical Teachers :in Oklahoma: 1972 ..... 1976 indi-
cates a surplus of 47 business and office teachers and a demand for 188 
additional healt4 education teachers (4)i 
In addition to the supply of teach.ers trained for certain divisions, 
there are other needs in the training of personnel. Much work needs to 
be done in the area of in-service training of teachers, ma~y of whom are 
teaching with little formal education beyond high school. Other 
vocational-technioal teachers need help in removing deficiencies in 
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their technical kll,owledge. Sttll others have lost contaqt with the 
working world as their occupational experience becomes outd~ted. Voca~ 
tional adm;Lnistrato;rs, industr;l.al coo;rdinators, vocational counselors 
and curriculum specialists, teachers of special programs, and some other 
critical shortage teaching areas are presently being ignored in our 
personnel training program. Newly d,esigned programs, shifting of admin-
istrative and operational procedures and new directions of emphasis 
within our teacher training institutions must be achieved if we are to 
meet the new and expanding needs of vocational and technical education. 
Reco;rds ac~umulate in the filing cabinets of the State Department 
of Vocational and Technical Education with the expectation that they 
will aid in planning alternatives. to the problems me1,1tioned above. 
However, in order for these records to become useful information and aid 
in the planning process, they must be easily retrieved and manipulated 
to p;roduce meallingful reports. ''A requisite for effective management is 
the availa~ility of complete, accurate, and up-to-date information and 
data~ Decisions are only.as good as the information upon which the 
decisions are based (S)." 
"An index to all personnel in a c.ompany is of extreme importance to 
an overall information cente.r (5)." · Not only shoul<l personnel dat1:1, 
supply information on education, e:Xperience, t\lrnover, and other person-
p.el data, but "it should .enable a q.ompany to find the best pei:-son for a 
given job and to fin4 the best person to answer a given technical ques-
tion (5) • " 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem with which this study is concerned is the la~k of a 
suffic;tent data base relating to Oklahoma vocational-technical personnel 
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from which the information necessary.for statewide planning may be 
extracted. 
The development of a sufficient .. data base relating to Oklal\oma 
vocational-techn.ical personnel that would wake available the information 
necessary for planning professional personnel developm~nt activities 
includes not. only. the gathering of information but also ·a systematic 
process by.which the data.is gathered an4 l?er:Lodi~ally updated. Such a 
data· base would probably include · information concerning personal c-harac-
teristics, education, work'experience, teaching experience, certification 
and mobility. <n' in a study of in-service education, 
concluded that planners of in.-se:rvice ec;lucation should be cognizant of. 
the personal experienc~s of the teachers and the e:f;feot of these experi~ 
ences ·on. the in-service program, •. 
Purpose-of the Study 
The purpose.of ·this st~dy is to develop and test a systematic _pro-. 
cess of establishing anq maintaining a vocational and technical 
professional personnel.information system and to show how the information 
m:1,ght.be presented to aid admin.btrative pl,annin,.g. 
. . 
The need for .the study is. generat.ed by the necessity of coordinating 
pre-s~rvice anq in-serv:f,ce vocat;i.onal-technical teacher educat:l.on o-o, a 
statew_ide bads in an effort to petter meet the needs of present and 
fu.t:ure teachers. A systematic approach to the collection, retention, 
and evaluation of professional personnel information is necessary-ground-
work for.the establi~h~ent of a niaster plan. George Ferns, Professor at 
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Michigan State University, decla~ed that a comprehensive inventory of 
personnel is not only highly desirable, but in fact·neceesary, for sound 
planning. ije further stated that personnel counts are insufficient in 
themselves, since knowledge of professional qualities or characteristics 
is at least as important (6). 
In addition, the generation of reports required by the U. s. Office 
of Educo!!ltion, as well as. data necessary for completion of the Oklahoma 
State Plan for Vocational and Technical Education could be greatly 
facilitated by such an information system. 
Examples of Use of the Data 
Many areas of interest could be investigated if a teacher informa-
tion file is available, whether the .file is on computer magnetic tape or 
in the file cabinets of the division supervisors, The purpose of the 
study, however, is the development of a.system that can make current, 
relit:iole information available for planning purposes. Consequently, the 
following representative relationships will be examined: 
1. The relationships between mobility and (a) degree, (b) age, and 
(c) type of institution. 
2. The age distributions within the division and within the type 
of institution. 
3. The relationships between teaching experience, occupational 
experience, and type of institution. 
Definition of Terms 
Data Bank--The accumulation of data items making up individual 
reco~~s within an information file and available for future processing. 
I1ata aase-~same as data bank. 
Division--The'administrative unit within the State Depart~ent,of · 
Vocati.onal and Technical JJ:ducaUon that is responsible for educational· 
' . . . " 
areas; i.e.; Health Occupations, 'J;'.echnical Education, Home Economics 
Education, etc. 
Divi~ion Su~erv:J..sore~-State,departm~nt administrators who have the 
responsibility .for S'Qperv:f.sing the st.Jbject matte,r areas; such as the 
State. Supervisors for Trade ,aIJ,d Industrial Education,. for :Susiness and 
Office Education, fqr Agricultural Education, etc. 
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Debug--To detect, locate, ai:i,d remove all malfut1,c.tion from a computer 
routd.ne. 
Keypunch--The process of using ,a keypunch machine to transcribe 
information into a machine readable ca:i:-d. 
Magnetic Tape--An informatton storage r~bpon capable of storing 
large amounts of machip.e readable in.formation •. 
Occupa~_ional, E~perie11c~-"'TExperie,:ice in a job that; :ls related to the. 
subject matter being taught. by the teache;. 
Punch· Card--A stiff pa,pel;' card capable of .. stor;lng 80 oha:i;-act:ers of 
information in the form of holes in the card. 
State ConfereJice-"'.'An ann,ual confe.rence held each August for .Okla-
h.oma vocational and tec:;.hnica.l education teachers, 
CHAPTER·II 
SURVEY.OF THE LITERATURE 
Studies of Teacher Characteristics 
The collection of data related to teacher characteristics h.lls 
into three categoriesi (1) the description or profile of the teachers, 
(2) the use of background characteristics for evaluation, and (3) the 
identification of problems in areas such .ae mobility and pre-service and 
in-service education. 
Teacher Description 
The objectives of a national survey by the National Center for 
Educational Statistica entitled Vocational Education:. Characterbtics 
of Teachers and Students 1969 (8) were.to·gather information on back-
grounds and teaching loads of vocational education teachers, to gather 
information on the personal characteristics and future plans of voca-
tional educat:ion students, and to develop a technique for surveying 
teachers and stqchmts that could later be applied in. greater depth at 
state and local levels. The procedure involved mailing a questionnaire 
to 2,574 teachers. Fifty"".'eight percent of the teachers on the original 
mailing list responded. 
Fern (6) expended "much time and effc:>rt" assembling "a comprehensive 
inventory of personnel in Michigan," but the best that could be done 
under the circumstance~ was.to locate existing data, attempt to cover 
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certain worlts with original research, and to integrate the ,findings for 
presentation." lie recommended that "a centralized, computerized 
vocational-technical persoiinel data bank should be established, covering 
all types of in-service personnel."· 
Several descriptive inventories of the California trade and techni-
cal teachers have been conducted: two by Melvin Barlow and Gail Moore 
(9, 10) covering the period 1945-1950 and a third by David Allen (11) 
covering the period 1955-1962. 
Phair (12), ;in .a study ·Of new faculty of California connnunity 
colleges, collected information on teaching experience, educational 
level, subject areas, and institutions·attended. 
Barlow and Reinhart (13) conducted. a descriptive study of the vo-
tech teacher in California entitled Pl!'ofi;les of Trade and Technical 
Teachers wh.ich b probably the most· significant study in this area at 
the present time. Its primary us.e was .to supply basic information 
necessary for -pol,icy-m1,1king and decision'"'.making, as ·well as the enhance..,. 
ment of the status of ·trade and technical teachers. They proceeded on 
the compreheµsive profile study as follows. 
An up .... tp-date lis.t of full-time trade and technical teachers in 
Cal:l,fornia was not in existence, l'he popu.lation of the study was 
limited to trade anq technical teachers with full-time credentials who 
were,not primarily in supervision or administration. 
In order to identify the population, a basic description question-
naire was sen,t out and eventually resulted in the selection of i,2~8 
teachers. 
Fourteen group interviews were conducted throughout the state, 
!hree hundred ten teachers from these counties were selected randomly 
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to attend the interviews. One hundred ei,ghey~five teachers attended the 
sessions. The interviews.attempted to i,dentify teacher perceptions and 
suggestio'!ls through the use of self-perception questionnaires. 
The·group sessions were followed up by a prescription-description 
questionnaire. A random sample of 510 teachers was drawn.from the popu-
lation. One.-half the teachers were sent a prescription questionnaire 
(how things should be done), and one half were sent a description 
questionnaire (how things are done). Interpretation of the data was 
based on an 80 percent return. 
The result;:s in.terms of tables, graphs, a.nd charts attempted to 
answer-the following questions: 
1. What do teachers teach? 
2. How G>ld are trade and technJcal ,teachers? 
3. What is the .sex and marital status of teachers? 
4. Where do teachers teach? 
5. How many credentials do teachers hold clear? 
6. What do teachers with full-time credentials do? 
7. How much formal education do teachers have? 
8. Do new teachers have more .education?, 
9. Do teachers .work, for deg],'."ees while teaching? 
10. Do teacher$ plan more education? 
11. How much work experience do. teachers have? 
12. How much teaching exper.ience do .. teachers have? 
13. What: is unique . abput trade an.cl technical teacher careers? 
14. Are there any institutional differences? 
15. How much do publ:ic school teachers earn? 
16, What is appreciated most in.pre-service training? 
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17. What do te~chers suggest for in-service training? 
18. How do teachers perceive a good·school environment?. 
19~ Do teachers join organizations? 
20. What organizations do teachers join? 
21. What characterizes the.ir organizational affiliations? 
22. What is the county distribution of teachers? 
Barlow and Reinhart (14} published a comp1;ehensive study of trade 
and technical.leaders in California utilizing the same general type of 
personal characteristics but with an emphasis on tbeir leadership 
responsibilities. 
A study of Minnesota day school trade and industrial teachers in 
area vocational schools was made by Ernest (15}. Questi9nnaires returned 
by 203 certified. t-rade c!nd industrial instructors provided descriptive ' 
information for the Minnesota.State Department of Education and teacher 
training programs. The results incluqed information relating to age, 
sex, pre-service and in-service education, industrial,. experience, certi-
fication, professional organizations, and salary. 
Elouise Johnson (16) conducted a descriptive survey of teachers of 
private trade and techrlical schools·associated with the national asso-
ciation of trade and technical school$. With a 40 percent questionnaire 
return, Elouise Johnson detenn:b:a:l the typical teacher was male, 36 to 55 
years old, was directly recruited from industry, had eight years work 
experience, was active in curricul.um and test development, and used a 
v:ariety of visual aids. He had two classes of 30 students each. Two-
. ' 
thirds taug~t full-time, 32 hours a week, anq spent seven hours of 
personal time in preparation,. High school was completed by 99 percent, 
while 62 percent had 01;1e or more years -of .college. One-fourth were 
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taking trade or teaching methods courses. Thirty teachers reported more 
than 20 years teaching experience; 123, more.than 10 years; 78, one year. 
Pre-service teacher trainitlg was usually obtained through supervised 
teach~ng. · 
A study similar to Barlow and Reinhart's (13) was.conducted in 
Wisconsiµ by.Gibbs (17). Basic differences included the testing of. 
several hypotheses by Gibbs such as "Mobility will vary according to 
curriculum area and the year the teacher e'(ltered the system." 
Gibbs's data was.gathered entirely.by.a questionnati;-e mailed out over 
the signiature of the state director. 
An attempt to identify the specific characteristics typical of 
vocational agriculture teachers in the state of North Carolina (18) 
revea\ed, among other things, the fact that most; of the teachers were 
educated within the. statE) and were .involved in continuous. programs of 
education. 
Teacher Characteristics Related to Evaluation 
In a study of tecI1nioal teachers of .post high school programs, 
Storm (19) identified a national population of 304 teachers and sought 
to evaluate the differences be.tween high- and· low-success teachers on 
the basis of backgroun.d characteristics. Kurth and Gianini (ZO), on the 
other hand, tried to determin.e the professional competency of teachers 
of technical education in.Florida based on similar characteristics. 
Personal characteristics and situational perceptions of junior 
college instructors as re.lated to innovativeness was.studied by Wygal 
(21). With the exception of age, all personal.and background character-
istics studied appeared to have little value in the prediction of 
innovativeness. 
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Allen and Meyers (22) evaluated a new method of certification two 
years after it was put into effect by examining the industrial arts and 
trade and technical teachers according to subject area, work experience, 
teaching experience, and level of education attainment. 
Hemp (23) and Brantner (7) examined the effectiveness of in-service 
education by,studying past participation and teacher opinion. 
Teacher Characteristics Related to Problem Areas 
Teacher background experiences concerning education, industrial 
experience, teacher load, and attitudes were related to problem areas by 
Holman (24) and Turner (25). :Problem areas identified were (1) inade-
quate preparation time, (2) teaqhing experience, (3) educational 
prepar,a.tion, (4) in-service training, and (5) materials and facilities. 
The problem of teacher certification was examined in detail by the 
Massachusetts Advisory Council on Education (26). The value of available 
and cµrrent informat;ion on teachers.for certifying purposes was felt to 
be necessary. 
Orlich and Craven (27) approached the problem of teacher mobility 
through the deveJ,.opment of an information system for teacher turnover in 
public schools. Tom Edgar (28) studied the problem of teacher mobility 
by collecting data on personal characteristics evidenced by turnover 
teachers such as sex, age, marital status, number of dependents, degree 
held, and·teaching certificate held. 
Keefe (29) developed a computer information system for. the complete 
750-man staff of the Pennsbury, Pennsylvania, school system. He reports 
that the data bank has uncovered a range of previously unknown skills. 
In addition to providing the.usual payroll and other financial,. reports, 
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the data is used in developing cost figures for the budget. It is 
particularly useful in filling openings on the.staff and allows adminis-
trator~ to know the progress of teachers as they continue their education. 
Information Systems 
It is impossible to specify all the information needs prior to 
system implementation according to Lewis (30), In fact, he states that 
one of the most important capabilities required in a formal information 
system is that of satisfying unexpected demands in a reasonable time and 
at a reasonable cost. Further, an information system should have 
established data standards that would allow an interrela;ion between 
data files. 
~ information system is a tool for monitoring a constantly changing 
environment. The faet that the inform~tion verifies that the variables 
are within tolerance does not nullify the value of the system. Andrew 
and Moir (31) report that knowiedge which signals the need or lack of 
need for a decision .is one form of information; whereas, knowledge of 
details relating to a problem area that suggests available alternatives 
is another form of information. 
Dyke (5), a nationally recognized authority on information handling 
and management, says an index to all personnel in a company is of extreme 
importance to an overall information center .. Not only should an index 
to personnel data supply data on recruitment, training, turnover studies, 
salary and fringe benefit statistics, and other personnel data, but it 
should enable a company to find the best person for a given job and to 
find the best person to answer a given technical question •. 
The listing below was identified by Krauss (32) as key needs that 
management information systems will bring about. 
1. Render faster dec:l.sions 
a. Detect and authenticate opportunity 
b. Identify and isolate problems 
c. Define and analyze situations 
d. Evaluate and appraise alternative courses of action 
2. Accontplish more in. available time 
a. Think more deeply about the situation 
b. Ponder other variables 
c; Gauge and contemplate ramifications 
d. Investigate more.alternatives 
3. Make more·thorough anq1lysis 
a. Review more meaningful information 
b, Obtain a better collection of· relev~n ..t viewpointi;i 
c. Use adv&n.ce_d management techniques; that is, methods of 
industrial operations research 
d. Simulate more.· conditions. 
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e. Ask and examine more questions, particularly the "what if" 
type 
Summary 
The total description of .the vocational•technical teacher and the 
use of the information for planning purposes, evaluation, and the iden~ 
tificat:f,.on of problem areas. has been ~reatly neglected by most states. 
Probably more studies have been made of the California teachers 
than the teachers of any other state, In addition, the Barlow-Reinhart 
(13) study is, no doubt, the most outstanding research in this area. 
By far the most popular method of collecting data on teacher char-
acteristics is by m~iled questionnaire. The type of teacher character-
is tics commonly. studied are mobility, certific'ation, personal 
characteristics (age, sex, m~rital status, etc.), pre-service education, 
in~service education, teaching duties, and occupational experience. 
Two very important needs.become obvious from the search ofthe 
literature, The first is the need for studies similar to Barlow's (13) 
and Gibbs's (17) for all states. Not only would information be available 
for decision makers at the teacher institutions and state offices, but 
comparisons could be made between.the states, allowing comparative 
analysis. The second is a need for an information system which would 
allow the data to be collected systematically each year and would be 
available in a multitude of comb:Lnations for planning purposes. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODO~OG'( AND,DESIGN 
Introduction 
Practically all studies of·teacher personnel involve the accumula-
tion of data by use of a questionnaire sent out to the individual 
teachers. The data collected has the.obvious disadvant~ges.of being 
iilc.omplete; i..e. ,' s.ome quest:1-onnaires not-returned .and iI1accurate, 
questions misunderstood;; omitted, or iI1c.orrectly answered. Teachers are 
constantly.being bombarded by questionnaires from state departments, 
teacher institutions, and graduate students doing research. Invariably 
they ask for their name, age, ac;ldress, sex, maJ:"ital status, position, 
salary, and so on, ad infinitum. It is no wonder that teachers become 
disgruntled, answering the same questions.over and over with very little 
feedback concerni-qg the re~ults and findings. This study does·not pro-
pose to el;f.minate the quest:i,onnaire, .. but it does ·propose to limit it to 
requests for information of a new or changing natt,\re •. 
Design Rationale 
A large bod,y, of information has already been coll.ected on each . 
teacher within the-state. However, the information is not available at 
any one place or in any.standardized fo~. For instance, the Finance 
Department has payroll and reimbursement information, the teacher retire-
ment office has age an~ social security m.1mbe:r;, the Teacher Cert:{.ficatic;m 
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Departm,ent ha.s infopnation on teacher certification, and the division 
supervisors have a variety of personal and·ec;lucat:f,.onal information, A 
study of the in.format:Lon available indicates the lack of feasibility of 
attempting to compile a personnel records system based on available data 
due to the lack of standardizatio.n between files, the absence of some 
necessary information, and the varying degrees of currency existing 
between in~ividual personnel records. 
Tables I throl\gh VII contain the results of the initial study of 
existing recor<ls contained iµ files belonging to the Oklahoma State 
Department of Education and the Finance Division of the State Department 
of Vo.cational and Technical E,duc;:ation. The information presented in the 
tables is valuable and several conclus:i,ons could be based upoJl the 
information as presented. However, the obvious.limitations of not. 
including post secondary :l.nstructors and broad descriptive categories 
such as other High School Vocational and Area Vocational School Teachers 
severely limits the va1ue in statewide planning for professional 
personnel c;levelopment. 
Design 
A professional pel;"sonnel information syi;;tem should. i11clu<le. informa-
Uon on all teachers .and administrators who are employed in public 
secondary and post s.eoondal'."y ocr;u:pat:i,onal edueation within the state. 
This study, however, .is lim:Lted to the development of a perpetual 
teacher information inventory, As a l:'esult, only teachers who are full 
time, reimbursed, business and office teachers are included in testing 
the system and determ:Lning pla:nning applications. 
The system is·divided into four distinct phases. Phase one is the 
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establishment of a sin,gle personnel file for all Oklahoma vocational and 
technical business and office teache_rs presently employed. Information 
was collected for the majority of the personnel at the Annual Vqcational-
Technical August Conference. Those teachers not present will be cont;:act-,. 
ed by mail, by phone, and by personal contact un,til the file ·is complete. 
The'information gathered is shown in Appendix; A, Professional Personnel 
Information Survey. 
Phase II is the adclition of new personnel records and the deletion 
of records of personnel leaving the system. New personnel will complete 
an application for employment form (see Appendix B) that is standardized 
for all divisions. and follows the same basic format as the Information 
Survey f~rm referred to previously. Upon employment, the division 
supervisor will forward a copy_of the application form to the person 
responsible for maintenance of the system. The neces~ary information 
will be extracted from the application .form and entered in the informa-
tion file. 
When a teacher t:erm:1,nates employment, a termination of emJ?loyment 
card (see Appendix C) will be completed by the divi.sion sup1;1rvisor which 
will result ;in the employee record being transferred, t<;> an in~ctive 
personnel file. Phase III involves f:1,le purification, updating, and 
accumulation of·new information •. On~e each year portions of each 
personnel,record will be printed out and mailed to the employee for 
verification and updating. Changes made by the employee will be added 
to the personnel f;iles. At this_time, or at the .Annual August.Confer-
ence, additional in£:ormation may be collected and added to the data 
bank of information. 
The final phase is the generation of information .in the form of 
lists and tables that could be used for administrative planning. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF RACE AND SEX OF OKLAHOMA PUBLIC SCHOOL 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL TEACHERS SPRING, 1971 
Other H.S. 
Agriculture Home Economics Vocational 
Group Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
White Male 379 98 3 1 281 68 
White Female 347 96 97 24 
Black Male 6 2 19 5 
Black Female 11 3 14 3 
Total 385 100 361 100 411 100 
Total Population--1,237 teachers and administrators 
Source: Oklahoma State-Department of Education. 
,,, .... 
Area Voe. &hx>1s 
Number Percent 
64 80 
15 19 
1 1 
80 100 
I-' 
\0 
Salary 
Less than 6,500 
6,500 '- 6,999 
7,000 - 7;499 
7 ,500 - 7 ,999 
8,000 - 8,499 
8.,500 - 8,999 
9,000 - 9,499 
9,500 - 9,999 
10,000 - 10,.499 
10,500 - 10,999 
11;000 - 11,499 
11,500 - 11~999 
12,000 - 12,499 
12,500 or Greater 
Total 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALARY OF OKLAHOMA PUBLIC SGHOOL 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL SPRING, 1971 
Other H.S. 
Agriculture· Home Economics Vocational 
Number Percent Number • Percent Number· #-Percent 
2. 1 5 1 
3 1 5 1 
1 0 111 31 51 15 
5 1 62 17 70 17 
98 25 88 24 81 21 
57 15 58 16 67 16 
99 26 25 7 49 12 
87 23 9. 2 32 8 
28 7 3 1 19 5 
9 2 7 2 
1 0 10 2 
2 0 
3 1 
385 100 361 100 411 100 
Source: Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical Education. 
Area Voe •. Schools 
Number Percent 
10 13 
13 16 
10 13 
17 21 
10 13 
3 4 
7 9 
10 13 
80 100 
N 
0 
College 
OU 
osu 
CSU 
ECSC · 
NWSC 
NESG 
SESC 
swsc· 
Panhandle 
OCLA 
Langston 
Bene. Hts. 
Bethany 
OBU 
ocu 
Phillips 
Tulsa 
occ 
Oral Roberts 
Out of State 
Total 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF COLLEGE ATTENDED·BY OKLAHOMA PUBLIC SCHOOL· 
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL SPRING; 1971 
Other H.S. 
Agriculture Home Economics Vocational 
Number Percent Number Percent Number· Percent 
53 15 33 8 
371 96 179 50 155 38 
1 0 5 l 2'6 6 
1 o· 3 1 25 6 
1 0 13 3 
1 0 8 1 26 6 
2· 1 9 2 17 4 
3 1 6 2 12 3 
2 0 
57 16 2 0 
1 0 3 1 6 1 
1 0 
\,._ 6 1 
1 0 1 0 3 1 
1 0 
4 1 35 10 84 20 
385 100 361 100 411 100 
Source: Oklahoma State Department of Education. 
Area Voe. Schools 
Number Percent 
3 4 
38 47 
7 9 
4 5 
4 5 
3 4 
2 3 
2 3 
l 1 
1 1 
3 4 
2 3 
10 13 
80 100 
N 
I-"' 
Degree 
--
70 Hrs. & Under 
Over 70 Hrs. & 
Under a Bachelor's 
Bachelor Degree 
Master's Degree 
Doctorate· 
Total 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF DEGREES HELD BY OKLAHOMA PUBLIC SCHOOL VOCATIONAL 
AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL SPRING, 1971 
Other H.S. 
Agriculture Home Economics Vocational 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
125 30 
18 4 
273 71 272 75 137 33 
112 29 89 25 131 32 
385 100 361 100 411 100 
Source: Oklahoma State Department of Education. 
Area Voe. Schools 
Number Percent 
7 9 
4 5 
30 38 
38 48 
1 1 
80 100 
N 
N 
Years Experience 
0 - .99 
1 - 1.99 
2 - 2.99 
3 - 3~'99 ·-
4 - 4.99 
5 - 5.99 -
6 - 6.99 
7 - 7.99 
a - 8.99 
9 - 9.99 
10 - 14.99 
15 - 19.99 
20 - 24.99 
25 - 29.99 
30 - 34.99 
35 - 39~99 
Total 
TABLE V 
YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN THE-SCHOOL DISTRICT OF-OlLAHOMA PUBLIC SCHOOL 
VOCATI-ONAL 0 AND TECHNICAL-PERSONNEL SPRING, 1971 
Other H.s. 
Agriculture Home E-eonomics Vocational 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
57 15 72. 20 - 98 24 
46 12 54 15 39 9 
42 11 31 9 44 11 
23 6 26 7 61 15 
25 6" 20 6 20 5 
25· 6 18 5 22 5 
16 4 17 5 9 2 
14. 4 9 2 6 l 
5 1 20 6 10 2 
9 2 10 3 10 2 
45· 12 27 7 36 9 
28 7 30 8 19 5 
36 - 9 15 4 19 5 
11 3 8 2 11 3 
2 1 3 1 3 1 
2 1 l· 0 4 1 
385 100 361 100 411 100 
Source: Ok.tahoma State Department of Education 
Area Voe. Schools 
Number Percent 
11 14 
5 6 
6 8 
22 27 
10 13 
7 9 
2 3 
3 4 
1 l 
4 s 
7 9 
1 1 
1 1 
80 100 
N 
w 
Years Experience 
0 - .99 
1 - 1.99 
2 - 2.99 
3 - 3.99 
4 - 4.99 
5 - 5.99 
6 - 6.99 
7 - 7.99 
8 - 8.99 
9 - 9.99 
10 - 14.99 
15 - 19.99 
20 - 24.99 
25 - 29. 99 ·. 
30 - 34.99 
35 - 39.99 
Total 
TABLE VI 
TOTAL YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF OK.LAHOMA PUBLIC SCHOOL 
VOCATIO'N"AL AND TECHNICAL PERSONNEL SPRING, 1971 
Other H.S. 
Agriculture Home Economics Vocational 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
19 5 39 11 70 17 
28 7 44 12 31 8 
23 6 19 5 44 11 
21 5 23 6 53 13 
22 6 20 6 9 2 
20 5 14 4 15 · 4 
14 4 11 3 10 2 
9 2 11 3 7 2 
9 2 9 2 18 4 
14 4 9 2 7 2 
45 12 44 12 40 10 
26 7 38 11 34 8 
80 21 35 10 31 8 
38 10 23 6 18 4 
11 3 15 4 14 3 
6 2 7 .2 10 2 
385 100 361 100 411 100 
Source: Oklahoma State Department of Education. 
Area Voe. Schools 
Number Percent 
8 10 
6 8 
3 4 
17 21 
3 4 
5 6 
2 3 
3 4 
2 3 
2 3 
7 9 
7 9 
10 13 
1 1 
4 5 
80 100 
ts.) 
.p. 
Years Experience 
. .;;- ·:-.. -.,..- . 
0 - .99 
1 - 1.99 
2 - . 2 .. 99 
3 - 3.99. 
4 - 4.99 
5 - 5.99 
6 - 6.99 
7 - 7.99 
8 - 8.99 
9 - 9 .. 99 
10 - 14.99 
15 - 19.99 
20 -.24~99 
25 - 29~99 
30 - 34:99 
35 - 39~99 
Total 
TABLE VII· 
YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE OUT OF-STATE OF OKLAHOMA. PUBLIC SCHOOL 
VOCATIONAL AND·TECHNICAL PERSONNEL SPRING, 1971 
Other :e;.s. 
Agriculture Home Economi~ Vocational 
Number Percent Num.b.er · Percent Number Percent, 
312 81 288 80 362 88 
23 6.' 25· 7 16 4 
·15 4 20 6 10 2 
12 3 6 2 6 l 
9 2 8 2 
5 1 5 1 7 2 
3' 1 3 1 3 l 
l 0 1 -0 1 0 
l 0 
1 0 
3 1 4 1 6 1 
1 0 
385 100 361 · 100 411 100 
Source: . Oklahoma. State Department of Education. 
Area Voe .. Schools 
Number Percent 
64 80 
5 6 
5 i; 
3 4 
2 3 
80 100 
N 
I.II 
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The result is a centralized information system from which data 
would be available for research and planning. In addition, updated and 
accurate personnel records will be ~vailabl,e to division supervisors and 
local adminiat;rators.as a source of information for administrative 
decisions. Figure 1 ;Lndicates a,flow diagram of a model for the informa-
tion system •. 
Procedure 
Phase I: . Estaplishment of the Pata Base 
In order to determine the basic data desired by the State Department 
educational services, a.study was made of the appl::1,cation for employment 
forms being used by the dtvisions. A rough synthesis of the application 
for employment foFms was constr~cted. Suggestions and criticism of the 
new form was .encoutaged in individual conferences with the division 
supervisora. The final draft of a. stan.dardized Application for Employ-
ment Form (Appendix B) was acc.epted by the .State Department aupervisors 
and the Assistant State Director. A Professional Personnel Information 
Survey Form (Appendix A) was developed, to correspond with the applica-
tion form and was used to collect data on teachers present~y employed. 
Information was collected on approximately 93 percent of the busi-
ness and office teachers in Oklahoma at the 1971 August Conference. The 
forms were manually coded us:l.ng the Occupational Training Information 
System (33) school code and the U, S. Office of Education occupational 
objective code that; most tiearly described the teaching position. 
The information contain,ed on the Professional Personnel Information 
Survey Parm was th:en transcribed onto computer punch card and subsequent-
ly transferred to magnetic computer tape. 
Termination of 
Employment 
Personnel 
Card 
New Teacher 
Application 
Forms 
~~~~~~~~~~.,,.-
August Conf. 
Data 
Gathering ~· 
Other 
Automated 
Files 
Personnel 
· Information 
Data Bank 
Evaluation 
·~ 
In.active 
Personnel 
File 
Implementation. 
Figure 1: A Model for a Vocational-Technical Professional Personnel Information System N 
-..J 
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Phase II: Changes to the Personnel Data Base 
; . 
Once the basic data base,of i"Qformation was established, it became 
necessl;lry to provide a meaI).s of keepin:g it current. Teachers are hired 
and fired. They quit and transfer to new positions within the state. 
Therefore, there are three basic chang(:!.s that need to be considered. 
The first change is the add:i,tion of a new teacher. When a new 
teacher. is employed, the di vis:i,on supervisor . will forwa:pd a copy . of the 
Application for Employment Form (Appendix B) to the person resp<;>nsible 
for system maintenance. · He will see· that the information is keyptJnched 
on.compt,tter.pu,nch card and added to the magnetic tape teacher informa-
·' 
tion file. 
When teachers · temin,ate their employment as. a vocational-technical 
teache:J; ,.or ·transfer to a new posi1;:ion ,and/or school, a Transfer or 
Termination of E:mployment Form (Ap-pendix C) will be .completed by the 
division supervisor and :f;orwarded to the person responsible for key-
punching and processing.· The punched card ;L!S ehecked by comptJter to 
determine if it is a trc;!.nsfer card or a termination card. If it is a 
transfer card, the new position or school will be entered on the magnetic 
tape file. If it ;ts a termination card, the.record is deleted from the 
teacher personnel tape file and the ,record ;ts transferred to an inactive 
file. 
The input for ];>base.II, then, is a Termination or.Transfer Carel or 
a two-card record for a new teacher. The output for Phase II is an 
updated record for the transferring teacher, ·the addition of a record 
for the new teacher, and the transfer of record to an inactive file for 
the.terminating teacher. 
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Phase III: File Purif;f..cation, Updating .and Accu~ulation, o! New Inforrna-. 
tion 
--
A list of the business and office teachers was printed by the corn-
puter from the data file. The list was arranged alphabetically by name 
and by.school to aid the division in the identification of teachers not. 
on the list. A copy of the list is contained in Appendix D. · Other 
information, such as degree, college.hours, and years of occupational 
experience, was also included as a service to the supervisor. Those 
seven teachers in the business and office division whose·recorqs were 
not a part of the file were contacted and Professional Personnel Inform-
ation Survey Formi;i were completed l'.>n them. The reco:i:-ds were keyp1,mched 
and added to the data file in the same manner that new teacher records 
would be added to the file. 
Normal operatin$ procedures would include such a listing to be 
forwarded to division superviso:i;-s at least semi-,annually. A basic 
update of the personnel.file would be made at that time by asking for 
transfer, termination, or application forms for each. teacher :f;alling 
into thes.e categories. 
A portion of the personnel records of the business·and office 
teacher was printed by.computer, folded, an,d inserted in a window 
envelope along with a form letter written by the State Supervisor for 
Business and Office Education. (See Appendix E.) The printed record 
that was mailed to the·teacher contained much information subject to 
chat\ge; i.e., degree, coll~ge hours, home phone, etc. The teacher was 
asked to return the record to the .division after correcting changed or 
inaccu~ate data and certifying the unchanged data as being correct. An 
83 percent return was received on the first mailing. A 97 percent 
return was finally achieved as a result o;f subsequent contacts. The 
changed information Wi!S keyp1,.mched an.d the personnel file was updated. 
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A vei:-i;fication and upciating mail;i.ng would probably be made annually 
and at different times for the different divisions. By spreading the 
operation .over several, months, returns would aocumulate.and be processed 
periodic.ally, reducing the possibility of a work ovet1load at the data 
center. At the time of mailing, ql\est:i,onn.aires could be included that 
would allow the collection of information for resec!:j.rch, planning of in-
service education, or provide an addition to thj basic data base. 
Phase IV: Reports Available for Planning 
No attempt was made to gen~rate.all of the various ways of putting 
the information in·· the personnel file togethei:- to form charts. Several 
tables were generated, however, in an effort to demonstrate how the 
information might be presented. 
CEAP'rER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALrSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
The primary pu~pose of the study wae to develop and test a systema-
tic process of maintaining a current vocat;i.on.:'il-technical teacher 
information .system and to show how the data might be manipulated and 
tables generated to aid administrative planning. The·development and 
testing of the system was explained in Chapter III. In order to show 
application, the following objectives were specified: . 
1. · To examine the relationships betwee.n mobility and (a) degree, 
(b) age, and (c) type. of iq.stittltion. 
2. 'ro examine the age distribution within the division and within 
the type qf institution. 
3. To examine the relationships between teaching experience, 
occupational experienc;e, aI).d type of institution. 
Comp;1terprograms were written and used to generate the taQles 
included in this.chapter.· In this particular instance; the information 
could prpbably have been manually tabulated in. less time since it ... took. 
several weeks to write, test, and debug the programs. However, future 
~eports of the same type for each of the other divisions can now be 
generated per;iodi.oally in a matter of minutes. 
~, 
Findings of the Study 
Mobility 
Mobility is described by Webster as the capability of moving or. 
being moved. In e~amining the mobility of teachers, Edgar (27) studied 
the <;;haracteristics of teachers who had recently changed positio.ns, 
whereas Orlich and Craven (26) developed an information .system for keep-
ing records of teachers and their position change patt~rns. 
The information gathered for this study requested the teacher to 
report past mobility data, such as the number of schools in which they 
have taught and/or administered vocational courses, the total number of 
years of teaching experience, and the number of years of vo.cational 
teaching experience. This information allows the immediate compilation 
and analysis of teaoher mobility. The system also provides for accumu-
lation of mobility aq.d turnover data as it occurs, which in the future 
should be invaluable in determining teacher demand information •. 
The fact that teachers have made "x" number of moves .has little 
meaning without rela~ing it to the number of years of experience. 
Consequently, a mobility factor was calculated for each teacher. 
Mobility = Number of year~ of vocational education e~perience 
· ~umber of schools 
Where, the number of years of vocational education experience is the sum 
of the years of vocational teaching experience and the years of voca-
tional administration e~perience. The number of schools is .equal to the 
sum of the number-of schools in which they taught vocational education 
and administered vocational education courses. 
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Mobility vs. Deirees 
Table VIII indicates. a relationship between mobility and degrees. 
Sixty percent of the high mobility teachers (1 to 2 years/move) have 
bachelor degrees, whereas 82 percent and 76. percent of the lower mobility 
teachers (those having 3 to 4 and 5 to 6 years per move, respe,ctively) 
have mas.t;er's degr~es. It ·might be a$sumed that .the mobility differencE). 
is primarily ,a difference in the.number of yeara. of expe;rienoe. Coll!-
bining info.rmat;i.on from Tables VIII, IX, and X i,p.d:i.cates that 8.8 percent 
of the teachers with bachelqr degrees -have l to 5 years experience and 
70 percent; of thpse with .master's degrees have from 6 to 10 years 
experience, thus adding weight to the previously mentiened assumption. 
Degree 
None 
Bachelor 
Master 
~pecialist 
Poot.or 
total 
TABLE VIII 
BUS+NESS AND O:FFICE TEAGHER MOBILITY 
AS IT RELATES TO DEGR,EES 
Mobi,lity (Yrs/Move) 
1 to 2 3 to 4. 5 to 6 7 to 
No.'· % No. % No •. % No.· 
0 0 0 0 3 7 0 
23 60 6 17 5 15 1 
15 39 25 82 2.7 76 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
38. 100 31 100 35 100 1 
8 9 and Up 
% No. % 
0 0 0 
100 0 0 
0 1 100 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
100 1 100 
Degree 
None 
·Baahelo.r 
Master 
Speci,dist 
Doc;:to:t' 
Total 
Degree 
None 
Bachelor 
Master 
~pecial::Lst 
D.octor 
'l'otal 
TA.BLE lX 
BUSJNESS ANJ). OFFI.CE TEACH:ER MOBILl'l'Y .AS IT RELA'l'~ TO 
DEGRE~S · (l TO 5 Y~RS EXPERIENCE) . 
Mobility (Yrs/Moye) 
1 to 2 3 t:o 4 5 to 6. Total 
No. % No. % No. % No. 
0 0 0 0 1 8 1 
22 59 5 20 4 25 3·1 
15 40 22. 8,0 11 · 66 48 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
37' 100 27 100 16 100 80 
TABLE X 
BUSINESS AND OFFICE·TEACHER MOBlL:J;TY AS ;I:T RELATES TO· 
DEG~ES (6 TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE) . 
MobiJ:Jty (Y;rs/Move) · 
34 
% 
1 
39 
60 
0 
0 
100 
1 to, 2 3.to 4 5 t:o 6 7 t;:o 8 Total 
No. % No. % No, % No. % No. % 
0 0 0 0 l, 7: 0 0 1 4 
1 100 0 0 1' 1 1 100 3 13 
0 0 4. 100 15 85 0 0 19 79 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 100 4 100 17· 100 ;; i 1 100 23 +00 
! 1_, 
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Table IX relates mobility to degrees for those·teachers having from 
one to five years experience. The table indicates that 59 percent of the 
bachelor degree teachers are in the one to two years per move category. 
Eighty percent and 66 percent of teachers in the three to four and five 
to six years per move categories, respectively, are composed of masters 
degree teachers. The conclusion that bachelor degree teachers are more 
mobile is verified by calculating the percent of bachelors degree 
teachers in the one to two year per move bracket (70 percent). Forty-
six percent of the masters degree .teachers are in the three to four year 
per move category, 
Table X shows 85 percent of the low mobility, six to ten year per 
move teachers, have master's degrees. Further calculations·indicate 63 
percent of all business and office teacher with six to ten years experi-
ence have master's degrees and a five to six year per move mobility 
factor. 
Mobility vs, Age 
One would normally suspect that younger people are more mobile than 
older people. It is believed that this is borne out by Tables XI, XII, 
and XIII. Table XI does show, howeve.l:', that 76 percent of the teachers 
that have changed positions every one to two years· of .their vocational 
teaching experience are 36 years of age.and older. 
It is interesting to note in Table XII something that bears out the 
assumption that yoi¥1ger people are more mobile. That is that 92 percent 
of the people in the five to six year mobility category are 36. years of 
age or older. These people would necessarily have five years experience 
and have not changed positions. Likewise, further manipulation of the. 
Age· 
20 - 25 
26 - 30 
31 - 35· 
36 - 40 
41 - 45 
46 - 50 
51 - 55 
56 - 60 
61.., 65 
Total 
TABLE XI 
BUSINESS AND OFFICE TEACHER MOBILITY 
AS IT RELATES TO AGE 
Mobility (Yrs/Move) 
1 to 2 3 to 4 5 to 6 7 to 
No. % No. % No. % No. 
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 
8 21 1 4 0 0 0 
0 0 4 13 2 7 0 
9 25 8 26 7 19 0 
6 17 7 21 8 23 0 
3 7 7 21 9 26 0 
8 21 4 13 5 15 0 
1 3 0 0 1 3 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36 100 31 100 33 100 1 
36 
8 9 and Up 
% No. % 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 100 
100 0 0 
0 0 0 
100 1 100 
Age· 
20 - 25 
26 - 30 
31 - 35 
36 - 40 
41 - 45 
46 - 50 
51 - 55 
56 - 60 
61 - 65 
66 - Up 
Total 
TABLE XII 
BUS~NESS AND OFFICE TEACHER MOBiiITY AS IT RELATES 
TO AGE· (1 'l'O 5 YEARS EXPER;l:ENCE) 
Mobility (Yrs/Move) 
1 to 2 · 3 to 4 5 
No, % No. % No. 
1 3 0 0 0 
8 22 1 5 0 
0 0 4 15 1 
9 25 5 20 3 
6 18 7 25 3 
1 3 5 2.0 4 
8 22 4 15 4 
1 3 0 0 l 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
34 100 26 100 16 
37 
to 6 
% 
0 
0 
8 
16 
16 
25 
25 
8 
0 
0 
100 
Age 
20 - 25 
26 - 30 
31 - 35 
36 - 40 
41 - 45 
16 ... 50 
')~ 
51 ... 55 
56 - 60 
61 - 65 
66 - Up 
Tot~l 
TABLE XIII 
BUSINESS ANl) OFFICE TJ!:ACHER MOBitI"n:' AS IT'R!LATES 
TO AGij , (6: TO 10 YEARS EltI>ElUENCE) 
Mobility . (Yr$/Move) , 
1 to 2 3 to 4 5 to 6 
No. % No. % No. % 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 7 
0 0 2 50 4 21 
0 0 1 25 5 28 
1 lOO 1 25 5 28 
0 0 0, 0 1 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 100 4 100 ]..7 l.00 
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7 to 8 
No. % 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 100 
0 0 
0 0 
1 100 
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data in Table XII~ indicates 68 percent of al,l the teachers with 1;1ix to 
ten years experience average five to six years at each position .and are 
36 years of age and older. 
Mobility vs. Institution 
Tables XIV, XV, and XV~ relate mobility to the type of institution. 
As shown in Table XIV, area vocational school personnel make up the 
highest percentage of the high mobility (one.to two years per move) 
group and high schqol personnel compose 68 percent of the less mobile. 
(five to six years per move group). Further calculations of the data 
presented in Tables XV and XVI show: (1) 42 percent of high school 
teachers with one to f~ve yE1ars experience have changed schools evei;-y 
three t;o four yeari;s, (2) 65 pe;rqent of the area vocational school teach-
ers with one to five years experience have changed schools every one to 
two years, and (3) 62 percent of all teachers with six to ten years 
experience have a mobility factor of five to six years per move and are 
high school teachers. 
Age Distribution Within Division and by Type of Institut:l.on 
Table XVII indicates an even d;i.stribution of ages throughout the 
business and office teachers. Approximately 50 percent of .the teachers 
are age 40 and below in the total division in the high school and in 
the area vocational school, 'l'he high school teachers·have 60 percent 
in the age range 36 to 50 with the percentages trailing off at higher 
and lower ages. The area vocat~onal schools, however, show a higher 
percentage of teachers 30 and below and above 50 years of age than the 
high school teachers. 
TA,BLE XIV 
BUSINESS ANJ;> OFFI;CE TEACUER t'iOBILITY 
AS IT .REL.A'l'ES TQ · INSTITUTION 
Mob:Uity (Yrs/Move) 
40 
1 to 2 3 to 4 5 to 6 7 to 8 9 and Up 
Instituti9n No. % No. % No. % No. % No. 
High School 16 43 19 61 23 68 1 100 1 
Area School 17 46 7 22 7 20 0 0 0 
Junior 
College 4 11 ·~. 17 4 12 0 0 0 
Total 37 100 31 100 34 100 1 100 1 
TABLE XV 
BUSINESS AND OFFICE TEACHER. MOBI!i!'l'Y ,A.SIT RELATES TO 
INSTITUTION ( 1 TO 5 YEARS · EXPERIENCE) 
Mobility (Yrs/Move) 
1 t;o 2 3 to 4 5 to 6 Total 
Institution No. % No. % No~ % No; 
High School 16 43 18 65 8 55 42 
Area School 17 46 5 20 4 27 26 
Junior 
College 4 11 4 15 3 18 11 
Total 37 l.00 27 100 15 100 79 
% 
100 
0 
0 
100 
% 
53 
33 
14 
100 
TABLE XVI 
BUSINESS AND·OFFICE TEACHER. MOBILITY AS IT RELATES TO 
INSTITUTION (6 TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE) 
Mobility (Yrs/Move) 
l to 2 3 to.4 5 to 6 7·to 8 
41 
9 ancl Up 
Instit\ltion NOi % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
High School 0 0 1 33 15. 79 1 100 1 100 
Area School 0 0 1 33 3 14 0 0 0 0 
Junior 
College 0 0 1 33 1 7· 0 0 0 0 
Total 0 0 3 100 19 100 1 100 1 100 
Age 
21 - 25 
26 - 30 
31 - 35 
36 - 40 
41 ... 45 
46 - 50 
51 - 55 
56 - 60 
61· - 65 
66 - Up 
Total 
Mean Age 
High 
TABLE XVII 
~~CHERS IN AGE CAtEGORIES 
BY TYPE Of INSTITUTION 
Area Vo- Junior 
Sc,hool Tech School College 
No. % No. % No. % 
2 4 3 9 2 11 
4 7 6 19 1 6 
8 15 2 6 4 22 
!11 20 4 13 5 28 
11 20 5 19 1 6 
11 20 2 6 4 22 
5 9 8 25 · 2 6 
2 4 2 6 0 0 
1 z 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
55 100 32 100 18 100 
41,6 40.8 40.9 
42 
Total 
No. % 
7 7 
11 10 
14 13 
20 19 
17 16 
17 16 
14 13 
4 4. 
i 1 
0 0 
105 100 
41.2 
43 
Experience 
Vocational and technical teachers must, of necessity, have two 
areas of competency. The first is occupational and the second teaching 
or professional. There are many factors involved in evaluating these 
experiences and certainly the depth, level, and variety of the experi-
ences are as important as the time factor. Most of these characteristics 
are very difficult, to measure and, as a result, years are often equated 
with quality. The limitations are recognized, but it is also realized 
that most, if not all, vocational certification requires a minimum num-
ber of years of occupations.experience. Also, most school systems base 
salary scales on number. of years of teaching experience. Consequently, 
Tables XVIII and XIX equate experience with number of years. 
Table XVIII indicates 67 percent of high school business and office 
teachers have four years of teaching experience or more. Sixty-eight 
percent of the area vocational school teachers, on the other hand, have 
three years teaching experience or less. 
Thirty-eight.percent of the teachers have two years or less of 
occupational experience as shown in Table XIX. Thirty-one percent of 
high school teachers an4 48 percen; of the area vocational school 
teachers fall in this category. 
Years 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 - 10 
11 - 15 
Total 
Mean No. 
of Years 
TABLE XVIII 
YEARS OF VOCATIONAL TEACHING EXPERIENCE BY 
TYPE OF INSTITUTION 
High Area Vo- Junior 
School Tech School College 
No. % No. % No, % 
5 9 11 35 3 18 
5 9 3 9 1 9 
8 13 7 22 4 27 
11 18 3 9 1 9 
11 18 4 13 3 18 
17 29 4 13 3 18 
1 2 0 0 0 0 
58 100 32 100 15 100 
5.0 3.2 4.0 
44 
Total 
No. % 
19 18 
9 9 
19 18 
14 13 
18 17 
25 24 
1 1 
105 100 
4.3 
Years 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 - 10 
11 - 15 
16 - 20 
21 - 25 
26 - 30 
Total 
Mean No. 
of Years 
TABLE XIX 
BUSINESS AND OFFICE TEACHERS1 YEARS OF 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE BY INSTITUTION 
High Area Vo- Junior 
School Tech School College 
No. % No. % No. % 
5 9 4 12 3 18 
6 11 3 9 2 12 
7 13 9 27 2 12 
6 11 6 18 4 24 
5 9 1 3 1 6 
10 18 4 12 0 0 
12 21 1 3 1 6 
3 5 1 3 3 18 
1 2 2 6 1 6 
1 2 1 3 0 0 
0 0 1 3 0 0 
56 100 33 100 17 100 
5.1 5.2 5.1 
45 
Total 
No. % 
12 11 
11 10 
18 17 
16 15 
7 6 
14 13 
14 13 
7 6 
5 5 
3 3 
1 1 
106 100 
5.1 
CHAPTER-V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of the Study 
The problem attacked by this st;udy was the lack of a sufficient 
data base of vocational-technical personnel information necessary for 
planning purposes. The purpose of the study was to develop a data base, 
provide a syste~atic means of·updating .the information, and test the 
system. A secondary objective was to show how the data might be. 
presented as an aid to plann:i,ng situations. 
An initial study of available information was done.in order to 
determine the feasibility of collecting information from currently 
available sources. While some valuable information was available, pro-
blems involving _its cqlle~tion, currency, and reliability made further 
study nec~ssary. 
The information study did reveal that the primary source of teacher 
information was the application .for employtrient forms. Therefore, the 
application for employment forl!l was revised; and standardized for all 
vocational-technical education divisions. An information survey form 
was designed to collec.t information on employed teachers that in the 
future would be collectecl on the application form. 
The teachers of business and office education were selected as a 
test group. These teachers completed the information survey form at the 
1971 State ConfeJ;"enqe held in August. The information was coded and 
I.~ 
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put on computer tape~ A listing of teachers-in the file was made avail-
able to the division supervisor in order to assure that all teacher 
personnel were included. In May of 1972, a computerized printout of 
basic data was mailed to the teachers with instructions asking them to 
verify the data and make appropriate changes. These.changes were 
incorporated in the original data file. 
Provision was made to add new teachers to the file anc;l to maintain 
a _record of transfert'ing and terminating teache;-s. 
Findings and Conclusions 
~pecifiG findings regarding the investigation of representative 
administrative planning data are limit.ed to the teachers of busines.s and 
office equeation -.and are as follows: 
1. Teachers hol.ding master's degrees move less than.teachers with 
bachelor',s degrees. 
2. Younger teachers move more than older teachers. 
3. Area vocational school teachers move more than high school 
teachers. 
4. The teachers are fa:1.rly evenly distributed through the ages 
26 to 55 and this -age grou~ comprises 88 percent of -the business 
a,nd office .teachers. 
5. A higher percen~age of area vocational school teachers are 
younger.than 30 and older than 50 years of age than are high 
school teachers. 
6. High school teachers have more.teaching experienqe a~4 occupa-
tional experience than area;vocational school-teacli.ers. 
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Conclusions 
The·primary conclusion drawn from this study is that an information 
system involving all vocational.;..technical personnel can be implemented 
on a statewide basis utilizing a small investment for personnel and 
equipment. Such a system would be invaluable as an information source 
for planning and administrative decision-making. 
A few of the possible uses of such a system are as follows: 
1. In-service teacher training could be greatly enhanced by 
identifying those teachers who are lacking in occupational 
experience, certification requirements, and recent professional 
coursework. 
2. Informption for reports, such as those required for the State 
Plan, could be made available. These reports require such 
information as the number of teachers in each division, sub-
divided by secondary, post-secondary, and adult teachers, as 
wel.1 as their in-service educat;:ion participation. 
3. Provide a means of following up teachers who have dropped out 
of the state system through utilization of the inactive teacher 
file, which contains the date of termination and a permanent 
home address. A computerized letter similar to the one.mailed 
to present teachers could be mailed periodically .to teachers 
on the inactive file, thereby updating the information contained 
in the file. 
4. The in.active file could be a source of experienced teachers 
when a vacancy opened as well as a source of teachers for 
evening adult program. 
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5. A longitudinal study of mobility and teacher cha+acteristic.s 
may provide valuable information in hiring better and more 
stable teachers. A present, five-year s~udy, evaluating 
vocational programs, coordinated with a study of characteristic!:! 
of the teache+s of·those programs, may provide .some guidance.in 
the continued quest for educ~tional excellence. 
The greatest advantage of the information system developed in this 
study is not necessarily the actual data presently in the file. The 
fact that the.file is on magnetic.tape and the record length expandable 
allows additional information to be added and to be available in a 
variety of cro~s-references with other information. The additional 
information can be easily collected anq added to the record when the 
teacher record is sent out for verification. At .the same time, quesiions 
relating to pre-service education, in-service education, or other areas 
of interest may be solicited for research or planning purposes even 
though the information is no.t to be included in the teache.r record. 
Recommendations 
It is recommended:. 
1. That the information system developed in. this study be expanded 
to include the teachers of each occupational di~ision. 
2. That the. system be· explained to lo~ administrators, teacher 
educators, and members of the .state staff in order to make 
them aware of .the information that could be made available to 
them for planttin,g purposes. 
3. That a member of the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational 
and Technical Educatiott be assigned the responsibility and 
authority for maintenance and further development of the 
system. 
Further Study 
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It is recommended that the system be expanded to include vocation-
al administrators, adult teachers, vocat~onal education personnel, and 
staff of the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical 
Education. The person responsible for the system should continue to 
work with the vocational and technical education administrators in 
order to determine what data items should be added to the personnel 
records. Also, the feasibility of establishing similar automated record 
systems for all graduates of vocational and technical teacher education 
programs in-Oklahoma should be examined. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROFESS!ONAL·PERSONNEL INFORMATION SURVEY,FORM 
~ I. , 
EXPLANATION SHEET FOR THE 
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL INFORMATION SURVEY 
POSITION - Be Specific, EXAMPLE: Teacher; Agricultural Mechanics. 
PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT - Completely identify the school. EXAMPLE: Star-
Spencer High School, Oklahoma City, 
ITEMS 7 and 9 refer to subjects or areas that you (or y9ur spouse) are 
approved to teach as shown on your teacher's certificate. 
ITEMS 12 and 13 are mutually exclusive (a year is counted as either 
teaching or administering), Count a year administrative if one-
half or more of the time was spent in administration. 
ITEM 15 refers to occupational experience that is either directly or 
indirectly related to the subjects you teach. 
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PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL INFORMATION SURVEY 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
1515 West Sixth Avenue, Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Please Print Clearly 
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Social Security Number 
11·91 ------------
Position 
(10-181 ------------------
Place of Employment. ____________ _ 
l1S-241 
1. Name------------------ Date of Birth Sex _____ _ 
(25-381 Last First Initial Middle Initial (39-441 Mon-Day-Yr (451 M·F 
2.- Present Address~St. No. · City_. ______ State ____ Zip __ _ 
3. Permanent Address--St. No. City State Zip (46-591 -----------,(60-651 (66-671 (68-721 ____ _ 
4. Home Phone _______________ U.S.
11
C
0
i
1
tizen: Yes No ______ _ 
173-791 
6. Military Service: Branch Date: From To 
(11·Y·NI --------
6. Marital Status: Single Married Divorced Separated Widow 
· 1121 ---- ---- ---
7. Does your spouse have a teacher's c~rtificate? Yes No In what field? (131 ---..,(.,-14-,...,15) 
8. What certificate do you hold? Tem'porary Provisional Standard Life None 
1171 .--- --- --- ----
9. Areas of approval ____________________ .;._ ________________ _ 
(18-231 
10. Total number of schools in which you have taught vo-tech courses ______ --:-::-:-c~--------
administered vo-tech courses 124-251 
----~,~2~~2~7~1----~ 
U. Total number of years experience as an educator 
----,~2~8-2~9~)----
12. Number of years of vo-tech teaching experience-----------
130-311 
13. Number of years of vo-tech administrative experience 
----,~3~~~33~1----
14. Number of years taught outside Oklahoma 
------,,,,34-'"'"'=35~1----
15. How many years of related occupational experience do you have?----,~-3,..7.,..1 _____ _ 
16. Universities, Colleges, Technical Institutes, Technical Colleges, Military Schools Attended 
Yrs. Attended 
From To Namo and Address of Institution 
(3S-39) (48-49) 4 I 0-411 
Total number of college hours completed 
----,5-0--s-21 ____ _ 
Number of hours above bachelor's degree 
----------(53-551 
Major Degrees Recd. 
42-46 (. (47) 
L3te 
r 
·-
APPENDIX B 
APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT FORM 
Your Photograph Here 
(Optional) 
/ 
STAT!: DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
1615 West Sixth Avenue, Stillwater, Oklllhoma 74074 
Application for Employment 
Please Print Clearly 
58. 
For Position of ____________________ _ 
Date of Application------
Soc. Sec. Number 
---,.,11'"'·9,.,..J ---
1 •. Name Date of Birth Sex 
(ZS:391 --,L-,..,.rt------,..,F""i,-rt"'"ln"'"it"'""i1'""1 --,..,M.,.,id"'"d""11""'"1n""it"'"i1"'"1 - 139-441 ---,.M""o-n·"""D,-y...,..y.,...,-.-- 1451-..,.M'"'·F,---
2. Present Address--St. ·No. City State Zip 
-------------- -------- --------- -------
3. Permanent Address--St. No. City State Zip ____ _ 
. 146-591 --------------160-651 166-671 168-721 
4. Home Phone U.S. Citizen: Yes No 
173-791 1101 -------
6. Military Service: Branch Date: From To 
11,t·Y·NI -------
6. Marital Status: Single Married Divorced Separated Widow __ _ 
(121 ----
7. Does your spouse have a teacher's certificate? Yes No In what field? 
---.,~131 -----11~4--16=1------
8. What certificate do you hold? Temporary · Provisional Standard Life ___ None ____ _ 
1171 - -- · --· 
9. Areas of approval ___________________________________ _ 
118-231 
10. Total number of schools in which you have taught vo-tech courses _______ 
1
.,.,2.,. • ..,.,25,.,..1 ______ _ 
administered vo-tech courses ... 
-------1~26-_2_7_1 ____ __ 
11. Total number of years experience as an educator _______ 
1
,...2a..,...29_ 1 ____ __ 
· 12. Number of years of vo-tech teaching experience ____ __,
13
,,.,o.,...,3,.,.11 
___ _ 
13. Number of years of vo-tech administrative experience 
-----1~32'"".3~3""1 ___ _ 
14, Number of years taught outside Oklahoma 
----1~34-"'""35-1 ___ _ 
15. How many years of related occupational experience do you have? _____ ==---
135-371 
16. Date available for employment. ____________________________ _ 
17. EDUCATION 
High School Attended __________________ Year Graduated ______ _ 
Special Accomplishments or Recognition. ________________________ _ 
NOTE: This application must be accompanied by a transcript of all college work. 
FOR USE BY STATE STAFF' 
(Applicant, please do not write on this page.) 
APPLICATION SUBMITIED BY 
Representative of Local School Board 
TO BE EMPLOYED BY 
Schoo1_·---------~----'1-~_24J 
School Address Zip ___ _ 
Date Duties Begin , 19 ___ _ 
Salary Reimbursement ____ _ 
Position _____________ ..... 11_0-_1_e1 
Contract Dates: From To 
----
APPLICATION REVIEWED 
___ _!>!~ -----------~~~------------
Applicant Approved......,. ____ Rejected ___ _ 
Condition of Approval_----------
Reasons for Disapproval __________ _ 
Signature. __ ~-~--,---------
State Supervisor 
Notified __ _,...,.--~--:-:---------
Name of Applicant 
Date....., ___________ , 19_ 
Remarks 
--------------~ 
PERSONNEL RECORD 
REVIEWED AND UPDATED 
Date Initials 
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IN,SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING RECORD 
--
Date College or University Subject Number of Hours 
-
RECENT OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
-
Date Full-or 
From To Name and Address of Employer Type of Work Part-Time 
·-
60 
THIS.SP~CE AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL DIVISION INFORMATION 
61 
Universities, Colleges, Technical Institutes, Technical Colleges, Military Schools Attended 
Yrs. Attended 
From To Name and Address of Institution Major Degrees Recd. D~te 
138-391 (48-491 (40-411 l42-4ul 1471 
Total number of college hours completed ___ __,.,15,.,,o.""s""'21 ___ _ 
Number of hours above bachelor's degree ________ _ 
153-55) 
18. TEACH I NG EXPERIENCE (Begin with most recent experience and work back.) 
From To Name and Address of School Subjects Taught 
-
19. OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE (Begin with most recent experience and work back.) 
-From To Name and Address of Employer Type of Experience 
20. Description of work experience and special training not previously listed: 
21. Give the name and complete mailing address of three persons (not related) qualified to spi,ak concerning 
your occupational experience: 
Name Address Occupation 
APPENDIX C 
TRANSFER OR TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT FORM 
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TRANSFER OR TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT 
2. Social Security Number 
~------------------~------~ (1-9) 
3. Name 
~-,---~---,--,---------------~------------...,........--------~---(Last Name Initials). (10-24) · 
4. Termination or Transfer.Data 
--,.--,----------------,---------,.------,-~ (Month Day Year) (25-30) 
5. Terminate D 
(31-T) 
If Transfer 
6. New Position 
Transfer D 
(31-X) 
------------.. -(3-2--4-6_) ______ __ 
7. New·School ------------.,...,..--oe--,-----...--------(53-6 7) 
8. Reason for Termination 
Code. 
----------(47-52) 
Code 
-.,...,(...,..68---76.,..,..)-
...,........ ________ __, _______ __, ______ ---------------
APPENDIX D 
BUSINESS AND OFFICE TEACHERS (COMPUTER LISTING) 
DIV SS# NM1F. SCt,IOOL pn5 I T!QI; PHONI:" rr GREE COlllGf HRS VPS OC[LJP EXP 
14 446367820 GKU'I F II FILE, OFF MACH 37 29413 l'ASTEP 18~ 05 
14 447383223 RAYS T rJLE, OFF MACH 00 00000 MASTER 05 
14 440308654 WILSON B W ATOKA HS FILE, OFF 11ACH 88 93180 MASTER 174 15 
14 441425845 JONES CJ BRO ARROW HS FILE, OFF MACH 25 19145 FJ,,[t,ILR l4t, 04 
14 441449729 LE\,JS ~ I JJRO ARROW HS FILE, OFF MACH 25 18307 BACHLR 156 03 
14 443367441 LDVE NJ BVILLE COL HS F'ILE, OFF M/ICH 33 34557 MAS HR 171 05 
14 444500500 TEEPLES D A BVILLE COL HS ACCT f. COMPUT 33 62459 BACHLR 127 00 
14 448140979 COALE J L BVILLE SOONER FILE, OFF MACH 33 32231 MAS TEP 175 03 
14 446221687 FIELDS l M CAN VAL AS-ELRN Fl LE, OFF •1ACH 22 46238 MASTER 200 02 
14 446426021 f'ORGAN VD CENTPAL DK-AS BUS OP SYS 22 54806 BACH LR !65 ()2 
14 447486152 STILES NJ CENTRAL OK-AS FILE, OFF '1ACH 22 55404 B,ICHLR 133 02 
14 447486152 ST!L[S N ,I (E:HRAL flK-AS l'JLE, OFF 'lACH 22 50174 BACHLR 13:, 02 
14 448408754 VA'JATT.A 8 F CENTRAL nK-AS INFO CDMM r:CCIJP 22 47285 81\CHLR 12 I 03 
14 444345442 STIMSON SA CL AP.MORE HS FILE, orF MACH 34 12876 81,CHLR 121:l 07 
14 431561006 ALLEN R L ((1LCORO HS FILE, OFF 111\CH 32 64365 M~S'rE~ 169 05 
14 505643688 SANNFR R l COMANCl-!E HS flLE, OFF "1/\CH 43 92422 R~CHLR 13, 00 
PAGE 01 
°' IJ1 
DIV SS# N~ME SCHfJOL POS!l!ON PHONE DEGREE COLLEGr HRS YRS OCC"P EXP 
14 444260516 DOUUAS H rJ LiU'~CAN AREA SH FJLE, OFF MACH 25 53554 BllCHl~ 154 04 
14 446036885 SMITH V L DUNCAN AREA SH BUS 'JP SYS 25 52074 M.\STE~ 24f 02 
14 '241110406 TURPEN MW DUNCAN AREA SH FILE, OFF MACH 25 52047 MASTER lBC 03 
14 446343631 WEDER S A DURANT HS FILE, OFF MACH 92 42571 MASTFR 18:; 05 
14 445220158 Wl\LKER M I EASTERN OSC .t\CCT f. COMf"JT 46 53387 Mt~TER 28..i 03 
14 305123510 BARTON W El RENO HS FILE, OFF ~,ACH 15 20715 McSTF,R 211 04 
14 4471416.20 WOGMON ML ELK CITY HS FILE, OFF MACH 22 51416 MASTER 183 01 
14 443320258 AARNES 9 M G COOPER AS FILE, OFF MACH n 51326 MASTER 124 05 
' 
14 447162634 GOWDER W L G COOPER AS BUS DP SYS 27 50344 BACHLR 14u 02 
14 447122877 KEL T'IER P L G COOPER AS FILE, QFF MACH 27 50898 81\CHLR 13[ 01 
14 5593!!b638 HARP CA GREAT PLAINS AS IIUS l)P SYS 24 82740 fl1,CHL R 136 00 
14 4.45365948 GRIMMETT R A GROVE HS FILE, flFF MACH 78 62068 B~CHI R 15;: 01 
14 442206997 SMITH F F GUTHRIE HS Fl LE, OFF '~ACH 28 23413 B,,Crll ,i 1.'•t+ ;,_n 
14 447200183 COl1K I l HOLDEIWILL[ HS rILE, NF ><ACH 37 92446 17-J 
14 441404356 ,JUMACK C M IDABEL HS FILE, l1FF MACH 28 6591,7 BACH!!< i3c O? 
14 721019189 LOv;RfY E P !MO!AN CAP ,"IS r lL E, OFF ,1ACH 48 65545 M,,STER 16, 03 
PAGE 02 
O'I 
°' 
DIV SS# NAME SCHOOL PDS IT ION PH(JNE DEGREE CDLLtGt HRS YRS accuP EXP 
14 '+4514085.7 CARLTON CM KANSAS FILE, OFF MACH 86 82't66 Mt,SHR 200 01 
14 446303261 CLUCK CJ KIAHJCHI AS-HU FILE, OFF HACH 32 65367 MASTER 18fl 05 
14 447052667 PEAD AL KIAHICHI AS-HC FILE, OFF HACH 42 60953 BACHLR 136 20 
14 44141!5728 DEHART H K!AH!CHI AS-PO FILE, OFF MACH 00 00000 B ,,Ctil R 144 02 
14 446428000 KELLER HR KINGFISHER HS FI LE, l1FF MACH 37 53657 MilSTER 17~ 05 
14 445287030 GREEAR JC LAWTON HS FILE, OFF .'1ACH 35 34633 Ht.STrn 14 
14 443409136 MINTON FM LINDSAY HS FI LE, OFF HACH 75 62929 M,\STER 171;1 01 
14 000000000 BURCH L M MIAMI HS FILE, OFF MACH 25 74547 Ht.STER 180 01 
14 446307142 HOOSE L MIAH! HS FILE, OFF HACH 54 29229 MASTER 178 04 
14 443443982 HARRIS CF MID-AMERICA AS FILE, OFF MACH 75 92695 BACHL P. 168 05 
14 448467477 MCGOWEN JS HID-AMERICA AS £\US DP SYS 46 94391 MASTER 208 02 
14 448180056 HARRISON OP MIDWEST CITY HS FILE, OFF MJICH 73 23272 MI\SHR 211 17 
14 443605431 ROBERTS A J MIDWEST CITY HS FI Lb OFF MACH 69 74378 M,\SHR 16-J 17 
14 447344605 TIREY HA MOORE HS FI LE, OFF MJICH 94 39003 MI\STER 157 06 
14 445077982 •1CPH[ETERS J G MWC OEL C !TY HS FILE, llFF MACH 52 56934 M/\S.TER 17'3 24 
14 444144358 MfJn"l II M M,IC DEL C !TY HS Fii E, OFF MACH 73 25852 H,,STFR l7o 02 
PAGE 03 
0\ 
....... 
DIV SS# NAME SCHOOL POSITiori PHONE DEGREE CO~LEGf HRS YRS OCCUP EXP 
14 44 1+4Z2457 HICKS MA NORHAf'.I HS FILE, 01-F '1ACH 32 96203 Mt,STFR 19~ (l2 
14 336441694 MCKJ"INF.Y M J I\IORHAf'.I HS FI LE, OFF MACH 32 98847 Mi,STFR 151 08 
14 442322429 CHOPP CM NORTH OKLA COL ACCT f. COMPUT 62 82296 Mt,STER 18Q 06 
14 441426106 WILLIAMS MC OK CAPITAL HILL FI LE, OFF f',ACH 27 38668 MJ\SHR 17 l ()3 
14 441161886 I. EE F R Ol<C ADULT INST FILE, OFF !1ACH 94 23040 B.~CHt.R 12 ! 15 
14 450483072 RIGGS L J !JKC CLASSEN HS FILE, OFF MACH 59 31381 MASTER 12<+ Ul 
14 430323055 CONDREN AW OKC GRAf'.IT HS FILE, OFF ~\ACH 68 56545 Mc,STER 16,, 06 
14 442348796 FULLER AC OKC GRANT HS FILE, OFF MACH 68 59449 BJ\CHLR 150 O<' 
14 303280883 HILL LA OKC MARSHALL HS FrLE, orF MACH 84 25395 MASTER 188 05 
14 443242951 TUCKfR D M OKC f'.IORTHEIIST FILE, OFF "IACH 42 73615 Mf\STER 20, 
14 443264545 KERNS A 'll<C NW CLASSEN F !Lb OFF l1ACH 84 33663 M\STFR l 56 G5 
14 442387618 LUNDY HD !JKC SOUTHEAST FILE, OFF MACH 26 45808 MtSTFR 17? 05 
14 443402268 ~UTLER P R OKLA ST TECH '1EO SECRFTI\RY 75 60214 Rt.CHLi'( 1? ., (,3 
14 448307808 COYLE R J OKLA ST TECH llUS DP SYS 00 00000 BACHLR. 15u (l4 
14 525582190 OAV!S CB OKLA ST TECH ACCT f. COMPUT 75 63922 Mt,STER l6J 15 
14 246286562 LECKIE RC OKLA ST TECH 75 60600 11- · 21' 
PAGE 04 
°' 00 
DIV SS# NAME SCHOOL POSITION PHONE DEGREE COLLEGt HRS YRS OCCUP EXP 
14 342140466 ANDERSON GR f1SCA'-ROSE JR CL llCCT C. CCIMPUT 73 72990 MIISTER l 8'1 02 
14 464680532 BEDNAR AL OSCARROSE JR CL ACCT C. CDMPUT 32 97922 MASTER 01 
14 444225929 GOSS W J OSCARROSE JR CL ACCT C. COMPUT 63 40747 MASTER 170 12 
14 203381602 LOFTIS G L OSC,,RROSE JR CL HCT t: COMPUT 52 50024 MASTFR 17! 01 
14 441301706 MARSHALL CS IJ5CIIRROSE JR CL ACCT t: COMPUT 73 78513 MASTER 03 
14 442304277 RUPP J A OSCARROSE JR CL ACCT C. COMPUT 73 28880 M.'.STrr, 236 03 
·14 447402843 SMITH C S OSCARROSE JR CL ACCT C. COMPUT 67 24371 l't:.STER l6't 02 
14 443426564 BU"ICH SK OT AUTRY AS FILE, OFF l'ACH 23 46214 BACHLR 129 Ob 
14 441032084 LYNCH CW OT AUTRY AS Bl'S DP SYS 23 70799 8,\CHLR 182 27 
14 512424552 SANDERS L F rJT AUTRY AS SfC., STENll 23 71698 RACHLR 
14 446185206 SfMKE ML (1T AUTRY AS FILE, OFF s.lACH 23 70934 AACHLR 15,, 
14 440245900 HARRIS NF PRYOR HS FlLE, OFF MACH 82 50786 MAS TE? 158 04 
14 448384635 TALLEY N L PUTNAM C WEST rILE, llFF '·1ACH 69 35016 B ·,CHI K 13:> 10 
14 443288978 PHERIGO BS PUTNAM CITY HS FILI:, OFF t'.ACH 72 12300 M,\ST[R 13J 10 
14 448106052 WALKER A M <;AND SPG PAGE c!LE, OFF ·1ACH 24 54881 B~CHlP 15" 25 
14 444263997 cr 1,soN W 8 SOUTH fJKlA AS FI Lb OFF MA(.H 22 39639 s.l45TFR 16~ c~ 
PAGE 05 
°' I.O 
DIV SS# NAME SCHOOL POSITION PHONE DEGREE CO~LEGl HR~ YRS OCCUP EXP 
14 442462204 LANGLEY L K ST llWELL HS FIL[, OFF MACH 77 42680 8A(HLR lJf, 01 
14 444468686 DUTTON J K TECUMSEH GIRL llUS DP SYS 59 82743 BACH! R 138 
14 440241994 BRAl'<T M 13 TRI-COUNTY AS FI LE, OFF MACH 27 33408 8ACHLR 140 03 
14 429624347 PORT_ER S L TRI-COUNTY AS BUS DP SYS 53 42684 MASTER lBB o, 
14 453462844 THOMPSON JG TRI-COUNTY AS FILE, !JFF MACH 33 30010 8n.CHt P; 124 
14 440541414 BLACK BJ TULSA AUTS FILE, OFF MACH 93 92893 ~,sTEq 156 Cl 
14 000000000 HOLLAND DE TULSA AUTS FILE, OFF 1 ACH 62 76131 MASH:R. 03 
14 441206110 LUCAS MT TULSA AUTS INFO COMM OCCUP 58 24890 MASTER 24 
14 430620046 Mi\RKS VD TULSA IIUTS FILE, OFF MACH 66 35308 M/\STER 228 03 
14 441169446 nHARA L A TULSA AUTS RUS DP SYS 83 83272 RAClil R 15·, l? 
14 445126560 BELL. f L TULSA CENTRAL FlL.E, orF F,ACH 99 76556 MASTER 19'> 07 
14 445184056 MCGOWAN EE TULSA HALE HS FILE, OFF MACH 74 20045 M1'5TER 18; 05 
14 441209620 LACOUR RA TULSA JR COLL ACCT f. COMPUT 58 43216 M,lSTFR 
14 444360319 MARTIN TD TULSA JR CULL FI LE, OfF '1ACH 99 38362 !1.,CHU~ 
14 464580823 SENDEJO C J TULSII JR COLL ACCT f. COMPUT 66 30564 8ACHLR 16.:. 
14 443220263 JAMES JP TULSA MCCLAIN FILE, nFF r•ACH 74 77022 8:lC'.HLR 14! 06 
PAGE 06 
-..J 
0 
DIV SS# NAME SCHOOL 
14 447300210 ~RCHER BC TULSA ROGERS 
14 432649472 FRY BC TULSA ROGERS 
14 442324859 Pt,TTERSON V A TULSA WASHINGT 
14 447202801 WHETSTINE GR TULSA WfRSTER 
14 447268834 Al.LEN PA VELMA-IILMA HS 
14 456462312 BROWN L D W OKLA AVTS 
14 4463&4817 MALOY LA W OKLA AVTS 
14 430804794 IJLNEY R J WIIGONER HS 
14 442227%3 LEGAKO MA l,ATONGfl HS 
14 442263097 HALL J M WESTVILLE HS 
Nn, OF TEACHERS 106 
PAGE 07 
POSITION PHONE DEGRfE 
r ILE, OFF MACH 93 66104 "IIISTER 
FILE, OFF MACH 74 30723 M~STFR 
F !LE, OFF MACH 42 53848 M,;STFR 
FILE, OFF MACH 74 26062 Mn5TER 
Fl LE, OFF MACH 44 43485 B:..CHLR 
r1LE, OFF MACH 77 22295 B ,\CHL K 
FILE, OFF MACH 32 33238 BACHL.l 
FILE, OFF l~ACH 48 52748 BACHLR 
FI LE, OFF MACH 62 35751 MASTER 
r l LE, OFF 'IACH 77 42867 F\ACHLR 
COLLEGE HRS YRS OCCUP EXP 
212 06 
18(' C3 
17~ 12 
191 04 
146 03 
05u 18 
13~ 05 
13!, 02 
214 03 
14~ 10 
'-I 
I-' 
APPENDIX E 
COMPUTERUPDATE FORM AND ACCOMPANYING LETTER 
DATE 
TO 
FROM 
SUBJECT 
73 
rnrnrn 
MEMORANDUM 
May 17, 1972 
Business & Office Education Teachers 
Victor Van Hook 
Updating of Data Sheet 
Enclosed is the pertinent data which we show on your records, Will 
you please check each item to determine if it is correct. Any 
items which are incorrect should be corrected with an ink notation 
alongside the incorrec.t information. If the information is correct, 
write "O.K." on the form. 
After correcting or "O.K."ing, please return this information sheet 
immediately in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope. This 
material is needed for a special study which must be completed very 
soon. 
VVH:dap 
Enclosuru 
74 
OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL~TECHNICAL eouCATION 
PERSONNEL DATA V~RIFICATinN 
CHOPP CM 
409 ELM 
PERRV OK 73077 
SOCIAL SECURITY NO, 442 32 2429 
POSITION ACCT & COMPUT 
SCHOOL NORTH OKLA COL 
OATE OF BIRTH 07 23 34 
HOME PHONE 62 82296 
NO, OF SCHOOLS TAUGHT VO•TECH COURSES 01 
NO, OF SCHOOLS AOMIN, VO-TE~H COURSES 
NC, OF VEARS EXPERIENCE AS AN EOUCATOR 08 
NO, OF YEARS Of VO-TECH TEACHING EXPERIENCE 03 
NO, OF YEARS OF VO-TECH AOMINTSTRATIVE EXPERIENCE 
NO, OF YEARS OF OCCllPATtONAL EXPERIENCE 06 
HIGHEST DEGREE MASTER 
VEAR OF HIGHEST DEGREE 1964 
VEAR OF LAST COLLEGE ATTENDANCE 1970 
TOTAL NO, OF COLLEGE HOURS COMPLETED 180 
NO, OF HOURS ABOVE BACHELOR DEGREE 054 
APPENDIX F 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Table of Contents . 
System Code: F so100 ~ ...................... ~-----~~~ Page· 1 of 21 
. - -
,Progranvner: T. p. Spradley Date: May 20, 1972 
Program Code: TPSLTR 
~~~~~~~~~ 
Page 
1. System Narrative 2 
2. Program Narrative 3 
3. Flow Chart, General 4 
4. Program Job Control 5 
5 •. File Characteristics 6 
Card-File 6 
Card Format 7 
Tape-File 9 
Tape Record 10 
New-Tape-File 13 
New Tape Record 14 
Print-File 15 
Print Record 16 
Sort-File 17 
Sort Record 18 
Working Storage 19 
6. Operations Information 20 
7. Deck Set-Up 21 
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EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
System Narrative 
Sys tern Code : ___ F __ s ..... 0 ..... 10 ..... 0 _______ _ 
Prograrrrner:~_T ___ . P~. ____ s_p~r_a_dl=e-y..._~--
Program Code: TPSLTR 
~~~~~~~~~--
.Page _2 of .1..L 
Date: 5/20/72 
77 
The Professional Personnel Information System includes a personnel 
record f<;>r each full time, public, secondary and post-secondary occupational 
education teacher. It provid~s for (1) the addition of new teachers to 
the file, (2) information purification, updating, and accumulation of 
new data, (3) maintenance of an inactive file for personnel leaving the 
system, and (4) several types of planning reports. 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Program Narrative 
System Code: FS0100 
~--::.~.:;,.:;.~~~~~~- .Page 3 of 21 
-- --.-
Programmer: T. P. Spradley Date: 5/20/72 
Program Code: TPSLTR 
~~~~~~~~~~-
A portion of e~isting teacher records have been printed and mailed 
to the·teachers for verification. The ·returned forms are keypunched 
and the resulting card file is sorted by social security number. 
The program, TPSLTR, sorts this personnel file "Tape-File" by 
social security number. It then reads a card from the "Card-File" 
which has previously been sorted by social security number. The card 
"file records are matched with records in the personnel file, the 
records are updated, and a new persoonel file is generated. 
Each card is identified on a computer listing as either used to 
update a record or as having a social security number that is not con-
tai ... i~ the personnel file. 
78 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Flow Chart, General 
System Code :___.F ... S...,0-1 ..... 00....._ ___ _ 
Programmer: T. P. Spradley 
Program Code :_r..,.P._.s""'t:.::T..,.R _____ _ 
BEGIN 
READ 
CARD-FILE 
MOVE 
CORRECTED 
DATA TO 
TAPE-REA 
AT 
EN 
Page __!__ of u_ 
Date: 5/20/72 
MOVE 
998888888 
TO 
' CARD SS# 
CLOSE 
FILES 
79 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Program Job Control 
Sys tern Code: ...... _,F-=5...,0 .... 1@._.@ ______ _ 
Progra11111er: T. P. Spradley 
Program. Code :__..T=-P..,SL~Ta.:aR.__ ___ _ 
Page ..2.. of ..ll., 
Date: 5/20/72 
LIST BELOW. IN ORDER. ALL JCL CARDS NEEDED-FOR THIS PROGRAM. 
// JOB TPSLTR 
II Option Nosym, Inipt, Maint 
// Exec Cobol. TPSLTR, Err•Sl 
// Option Param 
// Exec Lnkedt 
II Param.Noclear, Delete 
// Phase TPSLTR1* 
II Include TPSLTR 
// End TPSLTR 
//·option Param 
II Exec Maint 
// Deletr TPSLTROl 
// Deletr TPSLTR 
II End 
/ I Option Dummer· 
// Assgn SYS007, SYS026 
// Assgn SYS008, SYS026 
// VDC Work2,, _SYSWK.2, SYSOOl 
// VDC Workl,, SYSWK.1, SYSOOO 
II Exec TPSLTR 
II*-
80 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
F11e Character1st1cs 
System Code :_..,Fs,&.,10"*1,...0fll'-------
Programmer: __ T_._P_. _s __ p_ra_d_l_ey __ _ Date: 
Page 6 of 21 
- -
5/20/72 
-------
Program Code: TPSLTR FILE NAME: Card-File 
------------
CHARACTERISTICS: 
Is this File labeled? No Recording Mode: 
-----
F 
Records per Block: 1 
-------
Organization of File: seg by.SS# 
Characters per Record: so 
Alternate Device: No 
----
SYS Number: ____ s..... vs .... i ..... p_t ___ _ Data Record.: Card-Rec 
KEY INFORMATION (For random access devices only}: 
What 1s the Symbolic Key? __ _..NA....., ____ _ 
What 1 s the Record Key? ___ N ... A. ____ _ 
· What is the Actual Key?_. ___ N ... A ______ _ 
How is the Actual Key calculated? 
JOB CONTROL: 
List.below, in card image, all JCL cards needed for this file. 
NA 
81 
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EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Card Fonnat 
System Code:__., .. s .... ti .. t... t____ _ Page .]__ of ..!!... 
Progromner: · T. P, spi:adley Date : ___ s_1_2_o_n_2_ 
Program Code :_TP_._s_LT_R _____ _ 
CARD NAME: card-Rec 
J: ~ A >': ci ..i Ill a: 0 0 a: J: 
.. ::c . Ill ·w ;~ !s l!I 8 J: Q I!! t- u. :ii .,; ..i c( OLD NEW HOME 0 0 a: re a: SS# SS# ci:u.!!: PHONE Q a: 8. 0 FILLER 'NAME com ~ c( >- >- c( >- >- 0 CJ 
11011111111111 111111100 011111111 111111 0111111 u DI .. II DI Ii 111 II 111 IO I IIIIDDDIDDOO 
I 2 3 4 I I 7 11 IUIIHII IS111111112Ul2ZZI 4252112JN213DH3: suusXJJ:111 '84141424)4441 
"" 
... 
"" 
[SU ... •• • •• 11m ..... 
··10 a1111nnu1111u111111 
. I I I I I I I l'I I 11 I I 111111111 1·11111111 111111 1111111 1111 I 111 1111 111 11111 111 111111111111 
22222222222222 222222222 222222222 222222 2222222 12 22 2 2 212 2 22 22 2 2 2 2 22 2 22 222222222222 
33l33333333333 333333333 333331333 333333 3333333 33 33 3 3 3313 33 33 3 33 33 3 3 3 3 333333333333 
.4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 H4444444 444444444 44 44 44 4444414 44 44 44 4U4 44 4 44 44 44 4 444 444444444444 
55555555555555 555555555 555555555 555555 5555555 5 5 5 5 u 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 555555555555 
11111&1&&&1&11 16111611& &il&l&II& 116161 6111 H& II &I JI 1811 II 111 1111& I 61 1&11116'&&66& 
11111111111111 111111111 111111111 111111 1111111 11 1111 1111 11 111 11111 111 111111111111 
11111111111111 111111111 111111111 111111 1111111 II .. .. 1111 II 111 11111 111 111181111111 
19999999999999 19999!999 999999999 U 9 9 9 9 9919999 9 9 ~ 9 ~ 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 99 99 ! 9 9 9 999999999999 
.._ 
J 2:14111111111121314 Stl1711192!1%1D13 42\11,1 21n•n22 Jl:M353131:lli pl•414ZGt4.CS ~ .. 
"' 
.... " .... ... 1••• II O ..... •111 5' 7071 D;Jlt7511771ll~~"G ..iJ .. .... 
82 
83 
Card Name :_c_a_rd_-_R_e_c _____ _ Page _a_ of ...ll 
Position ASSOCIATED 
From Thru SIZE TYPE CONTENTS DATA NAME 
1 14 14 x Teacher Name NAM 
1c; n q q nld Social Securitv Number SSN 
24 12 9 9 New Social Securitv Number NEW-SSN 
24 32 9 x Redefines New-SSN NW-SSN 
33 38 6 x Birthdate BRTH 
39 45 7 x Home Phone FONE 
46 47 2 x No. of Schools Taught Vo-Tech Courses NO-TAUT 
48 49 2 x No. of Schools Administered Vo-Tech Courses NO-ADM 
50 51 2 x No. of Years Experience as an Educator YR-EDU 
52 53 2 x No. of Years Vo-Tech Teacing Experience YR-V-TAUT 
54 55 2 x No. of Years Vo-Tech Admin. Exp. YR-V-ADM 
56 57 2 x ·No. of Years of Occupational Exp. OCC-EX 
58 58 1 x Highest Degree DEGRE 
59 60 2 x Year of Highest Degree YR-DEG 
61 62 2 x Last Year in College LYC 
63 65 3 x Total Number of College Hours CO-HRS 
66 68. 3 x Number of Graduate Hours GRAD-HRS 
.69 80 12 x Filler 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
File Characteristics 
System Code: F50100 ......;;......._._._._,__.,..._ _ ~ 
Programmer: T. P. Spradley Date: 
Page _9_ of .l!_ 
5/20/72 
-------
Program Code: TPSLTR 
-='"-===-------
File Name: Tape-File 
CHARACTERISTICS: 
Is this File labeled? No 
Records per Block: 3 
------'---
Recording Mode: Fixed 
Characters per Record: 160 · 
Orga ni za tion of File: Sequential Alternate Device: 
-----
No 
SYS Number:_ .... s ... Y ..... s.... 0... 20..._ __ _ Data Record:. Tape-Rec 
KEY INFORMATION ( For random access devices only): 
What is the Symbolic Key? NA 
-----------~ 
What is the Record Key? NA 
--------~ 
· What is the Actual Key? NA 
--------~ 
How is the Actual Key calculated? 
JOB CONTROL: 
List.below, in card image, all JCL cards needed for this file. 
NA 
84 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Storage Fonnat 
Sys tern Code : _ _._Fo1.15011..1l.,¥10,lll.0----- Page ..l.Q... of ...21. 
Progranme r: __ ..;;T .... ..aP'"'.~sp""'r'"'a_d_le...,y __ __ Date: 5/20/72 
Program Code :_..;:;T;;.;PS:;.:;L:.:T;.:;R:...,_. __ _ 
* Record Name: Tape-Rec 
POSITION SIZE TYPE CONTENTS DATA NAME 
FROM THl)II 
1 Q Q Q s--·~, "---·-'+-u "··-L- .. SS 
9 x Redefine SS so 
10 11 2 x Division Number DIVIS 
12 15 4 x Position Code FILLER 
16 21 6 x District No. DISTRICT 
22 24 3 9 Type of School TYP-SCH 
3 x Redefine Typ-Sch TYP 
25 38 14 x Name TIT.I.Ml< 
39 40 2 9 Birth Month MON 
2 x Redefines Mon MONT 
41 42 ·2 x Birth Day DAY 
43, 44 2 9 Birth Year YR 
2 x R"rlefirtoc Yr VM'D 
45 45 1 x Sex "---
46 59 14 . x Address: Street · S'J'RF.F.'I' 
60 65 6• x Citv CITY 
66 67 2 x State· STATE 
68 72 5 x Zin ZIP 
85 
t If defining Working Storage enter 'Working.Storage' in space provided for Record Name. 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Storage Format 
Sys tern Code :_ ... ,s .... 0 .. 1...,00 _____ _ 
Progranme r:_--=Tc:.'-'P:..:..• -=s~p..:.r:::ad~l::;:e:ly _ _;__ 
Page ]l_ of E:__ 
Date: 5/20/72 
Program Code :__;;T;.;;.P..:.SL;:;T;:.:R::__ ___ _ 
* Record Name :_-=T:.::a.p..:.e-....:R::::e:..:c=------
POSITION SIZE TYPE CONTENTS DATA NAME 
FROM THRLI 
73 79 7 x Home Phone PHONE · 
80 80 1 x Blank BLNK 
Rl 81 1 X. Citizenship CITIZEN 
D'> 82 1 x Military Experience MILITARY 
R'l 83 1 x Marital Status MARITAL 
84 84 1 x Spouse: Certification CERT 
8"- 87 3 x Area AREA 
88 88 1 x Certification CERT IF 
89 94 6 x Certification Area CERT IF-AREA 
95 96 2 9 No, of Schls Taught Voe, voe-TEA 
2 x Redefines Voc-.Tea VOT 
Q'7 98 2 9 No. of Schls Admin, Voe. voe-ADM 
2 x. Redefines Voe-Adm VOA 
QQ 100 2 x Years Educational Exp. ED-EXP 
101 102 2 9 Yrs Voe. Teaching Exp. YR-VOC-TEA 
2 x Redefines Yr-Voe-Tea YVT 
103 104 2 9 Yrs. Voe. Admin. Exp. YR-VOC-ADM 
2 x Redefines Yr-Voe-Adm YVA 
86 
* If defining·Working Storage enter 'Working Storage' in space. provided for Record Name. 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Storage Format 
System Code: F50l(l'l(a 
----~--~---~ 
Prograrrrner: T. P. Spradley 
Program Code :_T;;.;P;.;;;Sa,;;;;L""TR...._ ___ _ 
* Record Name : __ T_a..a.p_e-_R_e_c ____ _ 
POSITION SIZE TYPE CONTENTS 
FROM THRU 
105 106 2 x Yrs. of Out of State Exo. 
107 108 2 x Yrs. of Occup. Exp. 
2 x Redefines Yrs-Oc-Ex 
109 110 2 x Year of Last Degree 
111 112 2 x Insti. Granting Lst Deg 
113 117 5 x Last Degree Major 
118 118 1 x Last Degree 
119 120 2 x Yr, of Let College Atten. 
121 123 3 x No. of College Hours 
124 126 3 x No. of Grad. Hours 
127 129 '3 x Blank 
130 144 15 x School Name 
145 159 15 x Position Name 
160 160 1 x Blank 
Page ....!:!_ of ~ 
Date: 5/20/72 
DATA NAME 
YRS-0-ST 
YRS-OC-EX 
YOE 
YR-LST-DEG 
INST! 
MAJOR 
DEGREE 
YR-LST-COL 
COL-HOURS 
NO-GRAD-HRS 
FILLER 
SCH-NAME 
POS-NAME 
FILLER 
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* If defining Working Storage enter 'Working Storage' in space provided for Record Name. 
EDUCATION & VOCATtONAL EDUCATION 
DATA C~NTERS 
Fi1e Characteristics 
System Code: _ _.F.,.,s..,01...,0..,.0 ____ _ 
Programmer : ___ T..,_ •.....aP;...;'.....a.sp""'r=a-ad ... le"'""y __ 
Program Code:_T_P_S_LT_R ____ _ 
CHARACTERISTICS:. 
Is this File labeled? No 
Records per Block: ___ 3_ 
Organization of File: sequential 
SYS Number : __ s=YS~0=2~4 __ _ 
KEY INFORMATION (For random access devices 
What is the Symbolic Key? NA 
What is the Record Key? NA 
What is the Actual Key? NA 
Page ~of~ 
Date: 5-20-7 2 
File Name: New-Tape-File 
Recording Mode : __ F_i_x_ed __ 
Characters per Record:~ 
Alternate Device: No 
-----
Data Record; New-Tape-Rec 
only}: 
How is the Actua 1 Key calculated? 
JOB CONTROL: 
List.below, ,in card image, all JCL cards needed for this file. 
NA 
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EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Storage Format 
Sys tern Code :_~F=S@""'l_._@"""0 ____ _ Page _!!c of ...11. 
Programmer: __ T_. _P_._s-p_r_a_dl_e~y __ Date: 5/20/72 
Program Code :_.;T=P=SL=T=R'------
* Record Name: New-Tape-Rec 
POSITION SIZE TYPE CONTENTS DATA NAME 
FROM THRU 
1 160 160 x New-Tape-Rec NEW-TAPE-REC 
-
. 
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* If defining Working Storage enter 'Working.Storage' in space provided for Record Name. 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
File Characteristics 
System Code: __ 1_s0 .... 1 ... 0 ... 0___ _ Page ...!! of _.!!.. 
Programmer: ___ T_. _P_ .... s""'pr_a_d_la_.y __ Date: 5/20/72 
Program Code: _ _.T~P ... sL ... T ..... R....._ __ _ File Name: Print-File 
CHARACTERISTICS: 
Is this File labeled? No Recording Mode: Fixed 
Records per Block: __ ~1'---_ Characters per Record:..lJ.1___ 
Organization of File: __ _ Alternate Device :_---'N'"""o __ 
SYS Number: SYSLST Data Record; Print-Rec 
KEY INFORMATION (For random access devices only): 
What is the Symbolic Key? ___ N_A ___ _ 
What is the Record Key? NA 
· What is the Actual Key? NA 
How is the Actual Key calculated? 
JOB CONTROL: 
List.below, in card image. all JCL cards needed for this file. 
NA 
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-EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Storage Format 
Sys tern Code : ___ F .... s,..0....,1....,00..__ __ _ 
Programmer: ___ T_._P_. _s_p_r_ad_l_e_Y_. _ 
Program Code : ___ TP_s_L_T_R ___ _ 
* Record Name : ___ P~r~i~u-t-~R=e~c~--
POSITION SIZE TYPE CONTENTS 
FROM THRU 
1 10 10 x Blank 
11 21 11 9 Social Security No. 
22 31 10 x Blank 
32 41 10 x Error Card Notation 
42 56 15 X· Position Name 
57 66 10 x Blank 
67 81 15 x School Name 
82 91 10 x Blank 
92 97 6 x Division Code 
98 133 36 x Blank 
Page -1§. of ....ll 
Date: 5/20/72 
DATA NAME 
FILLER 
SO-SEC 
FILLER 
BD-CD 
POSI 
FILLER 
SCHOOL 
FILLER 
DIV 
FILLER 
91 
* If defining· Working Storage enter 'Working Storage' in space provided for Record Name. 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
File Characteristics 
System Code:_'""F_.5...,0....,10 ... 0 ____ _ 
Programmer: T. P. Spradley 
Program Code:_..;T:;.:P_S=LT::,.:R,:__ __ _ 
CHARACTERISTICS:. 
Is this File labeled? No 
Records per Block: ___ N_A _ 
Organization of File: NA 
SYS Number: __ n_i_s_k ___ _ 
Page _l1. of ...ll. 
Date: 5/20/72 
File Name: SOR-1 
------
Recording Mode: __ F_i_x_ed __ 
Characters per Record: __ 1_ 
Alternate Device: No 
-----
Data Record: SO-RT 
-------
KEY INFORMATION (For random access devices only): 
What is the Symbolic Key? ___ -"""----
What is the Record Key? NA 
What is the Actual Key? NA 
How is the Actual Key calculated? 
JOB CONTROL: 
List below, in card image, all JCL cards needed for this file. 
NA 
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EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Storage Format 
Sys tern Code :_ ..... F....,S""'fbJ1,,-41fbjJl'fb----- Page -1.B of ..2L 
Programmer: ----"'T __ • """P__,.----"Sp"""r=a=dl=e-y __ Date : __ s_/_2_0~/ 7_2 __ _ 
Program Code :_T_P_S_LT_R ____ _ 
* Record Name: SO-RT 
---~-----
POSITION SIZE TYPE CONTENTS DATA NAME 
FROM THRU 
1 9 9 x Soc. Sec. No. (Sort Key) s-s 
10 160 151 x Blank FILLER 
. 
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* If defining Working Storage enter 'Working.Storage' in space provided for Record Name. 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Storage Format 
System Code:_F_S._!111 .... 111 .... 111 ____ _ Page~ of E:._ 
Programmer: T,P, Spradley Date: 5/20/72 
Program Code :_T;:.:P;.::S.::,LT=R'"--------
* Record Name: Working-Storage 
POSITION SIZE TYPE CONTENTS DATA NAME 
FROM THRU 
77 9 9 Social Security No, SOC-SEC 
01 133 x Heading for Print Rec HED 1 
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* If defining Working Storage enter 'Working Storage' in space provided for Record Name. 
SYS 
NUMBER 
020 
024 
LST 
LPT 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Operations Information 
Sys tern Code : ___ F_S"-¢1-'0.;..0 ___ _ Page~ of~ 
Programmer : __ __.T .... ,-P._. ........ sp,..r ... a..,d-le,..y.__ Date: S/20/72 
Program Code : ____ T=P-=S=LT __ R;;_.... __ _ 
Total Bytes Required: 1688 
-~~--
Estimated Run Time: 4 minutes 
IN 
DEVICE OR DESCRIPTION 
OUT 
TAPE IN OLD MASTER FILE 
TAPE OUT NEW MASTER·FILE 
PRINTER OUT LIST UPDATED RECORDS 
READER IN RECORDS TO BE UPDATED 
IN SOC. SEC. 'No. 
ORDER 
95 
FORM 
TYPE 
STAND~ 
CARDS 
EDUCATION & VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
DATA CENTERS 
Deck Set-Up Instructions 
Sys tern Code : _ ___._F""'50""1...,0 .... 0____ _ Page· .1!._ of .1!._ 
Programmer : __ -=-T:..:. P_.__.Spc.;:r..;:;a __ dl~e""y-- Date: 5/20/72 
Program Code: __ T_P_SL_T_R ____ _ 
I* 
Data 
I* 
TPSLTR 
JCL 
COMMENTS: 
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